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RAISING: ORPHAN PIGS 
1. Protein Modifications of Cows' Whole Milk 
Frequency of Feeding 
Nutritive Ratio Studies 
By J OHN M. EVVARD, G. V. GLA'l'FELTER and Q UIN1'IN W. W ALLACE 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
IOWA STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
AND MECHANIC ARTS 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY SEOTION 
AMES, IOWA 
SUJlIMABY 
1. Cows' whole milk, plus a standard corn belt ration of 
mixed shelled corn (yellow is preferred, however) self-fed, higt. 
grade 60 percent protein meat meal tankage self-fed, plus block 
salt, gave good results in the raising of orpban pigs. 
2. "Vhile protein modification of co\\'s' milk with casein, 
blood meal and linseed oilmeal for the pigs in sucklin g stage 
gave somewhat better results than cows' milk alon e, yet in view 
of the slight advalltages secured, the addition of casein, or blood 
mea.l, or linseed oilmeal, when both meat meal tankage and 
milk are used, is in general practice somewhat questionable. 
3. One quart of cows' whole milk per pig daily in three or 
more feeds is assumed to be a fair practical allowance when 
allowed with a self-fed free-choice ration of shelled corn , prefer-
ably yellow, meat meal tankage, and salt. 
4. Feeding the milk three times daily after the pigs are well 
started, this along' with a free-choice self-fed shell ed co I'll , meat 
mea.l tankage and salt ration, appears to be a practical feeding 
frequency. While more frequent feeding, especially early in 
trials, apparently gives better results, allowing the milk three 
times daily in the latter stages seemed to be g'ood practice under 
the conditions of our experiments. Extremely young pigs may 
often be given a ,late night feeding to good advantage. 
5. The crude llutritive ratio in some of our successful and 
comparable orphan pig tests averaged about 1 :3.8, which means 
that the feed mixture carried, for each pound of protein, 3.8 
pounds of carbohydrate equivalent. This ratio evidence must be 
considered as "appetite manifestation" evidence. Inasmuch as 
the pigs did well on this ratio it suggests its approximation in 
practice. 
RAISING ORPHAN PIGS 
1. Protein Modifications of Cows' Whole Milk 
Frequency of Fee ding 
Nutritive Ratio Studies 
By JOHN M. EVVARD, G. V. GLA1'FEL'1'ER and Q UINTIN W. WALLACE 
A large number of orphan pigs are lost yearly due to lack of 
experience and knowledge in feeding and caring' for them, yet 
a survey of the literature reveals the fact that there has been 
practically no experimental work dealing with this problem of 
saving them. 
Because of the important need for definite information on this 
subject the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station began a series 
of experiments in raising orphan pigs in June, 1918. 
In this bulletin on orphan pig raising are set forth the funda-
mental results of previous investigations. Frequent references 
are made to the rather comprehensive literature of artificial 
infant feeding, as this bears directly on orphan pig feeding. It 
is not a far cry from the feeding of the new-born infant to the 
feeding of orphan pigs. The principles governing the llutrition 
of both the baby and the pig are fundamentally a,like, the varia- • 
tions being in detail. 
PART I-HISTORICAL 
MILK-'l'HE PART IT PLAYS IN 'l'HE DIET 0]<' THE YOUNG 
In a consideration of orphan pig raising, since milk is the 
basal feed, a study of the good qualities and deficiencies of milk 
is appropriate. 
McCollum (1) in 1919 said that "milk is a complete food, 
capable of supplying all the nutrients necessary for the pro-
longed maintenance of growth, health and the ability to produce 
and rear young." He based his conclusion upon an experiment 
with a female pig which he r emoved from its mother when the 
pig weighed but 17 pounds, and carried it thru, feeding it noth-
ing but cows' milk until it weighed 406 pounds at the age of 13 
months. She produced eight living and two dead pigs at this 
age and successfully brought the young to an average weight of 
17 pounds. 
Chemical analyses show that generally speaking milk is de-
ficient in the essential element, iron. McCollum in speaking of 
the iron problem of milk stated: 
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",['here can be no doubt that the milk which she consumed was 
enriched to some extent with iron by being in contact with cans 
having part of the surface fr ee from tin. City drinking water was 
also furnished, and this contained appreciable amounts of iron." 
McCollum thought that cows' milk as the sole feed is capable 
of nourishing the pig over a long period of time with no other 
modification or additions than sma.ll quantities of iron and that 
milk is undoubtedly our most important food-stuff, because the 
milk composition is such that when used in combination with 
other food-stuffs of either plant or animal origin, it corrects 
their dietary deficiencies. 
However, we must bear in mind that McCollum's early con-
clusion with regard to milk as stated was deduced from the 
feeding of milk as the sole feed. If only a part of the ration is 
supp.lied by milk, as is the case in the practical growing of pigs 
that are over three weeks of age, then the story is a different 
one. We have had nutritional deficiency diseases, rickcts for 
example, develop in very young" pigs getting as much as a quart 
of whole milk daily, this in addition to other feeds, corn grain, 
meat meal tankage and salt. Scurvy in some animals is also a 
very potent possibility where milk is depended on for all of the 
antiscorbutic vitamin. 
McCollum, Simmonds and Pitz (2), in their study of the 
vitamins, the fat soluble A and water soluble B, earlier thought 
that milk was a satisfactory source of these vitamins. 
Since this paper was published, however, it has been demon-
strated that milk, depending on the source, may sometimes be 
deficient in the antiscorbutic vitamin, sometimes called vitamin 
C. '1'he lack of this vitamin C in the diet of babies is the primary 
cause of the disease known as scurvy. This was discovered by 
Hess and Unger (3) . 
As a result of experimental 
work conducted by McCollum 'l'ABLE r. PERCJ, ~'l' OF INGESTED 
(4), while at the Wisconsin Ex- P~?~~E.J~'fP~~AJ,~lifpiJ>R 
periment Station, he maintains 
that in a measure the excellent 
qualities of milk are due to the 
efficiency of the proteins con-
tained. That in feeding orphan 
pigs the proteins of milk are 
superior to those of feeds de-
rived from vegetable sources is 
indicated by McCollum's (1 ) 
table (table I). 
Source of Protein 
Corn ______ ____ __ ____ ___ _ 
Wlwa t ______________ ____ _ 
Oats (rolled) _________ __ _ 
Milk ___ ___ _____ _____ __ __ _ 
Percent of 
inges ted pro-
tein retained 
20.0 
23.0 
26.0 
63.0 
The table represents averages of a considerable number of 
res_ults. '1'he experimenta.l periods varied from 30 to 60 days. 
McC"Hum and Simmonds (5) showed by experimental work 
that there are very great differences in the necessary amounts of 
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protein provided by different seeds, to maintain an animal with-
out loss of body weight, milk being an outstanding source. 
The following table summarizes their results: 
TABLE H. - THE MINIMUM PLANE OF PROTEIN IN 'l 'AKlc WHEN DERIVED 
FROM MILK OR A SIl'IGLE SEED WHICH JUS'l' SUFFICES '1"0 
lIfAIJI,rrJ'AIN AN AN IMAL IN BODY WEIGHT 
(The nutritional facto rs other than the protein are properly const i tut~d . ) 
(Rats used.) Experiments from three to six months. 
Sourc<l o f protein Plane of pro tein 
necessary for maintenance (6) 
----------- - -------- ----
Mi lk ____________________________________________________ _ 
Oats (rolled) __________ __ _______________________________ _ 
Millet ___________________________________________________ _ 
M ajze _________________________________ __________________ _ 
Whea t __________________________________________________ _ 
Polished rice ____________________________ __ ___ __________ _ 
Flax seed _______________________________________________ _ 
Navy bean ___________ ___________________ __ __________ , __ _ _ 
Pea _______________________________________ ____ __________ _ 
3.0 percent of food mi xture 
4.5 percent of food mixture 
4.0 percent of food mixture 
6.0 perc<lnt of food mixture 
6.0 percent of food mixture 
6 .0 perc<lnt of food mixture 
8 .0 percent of food mixture 
11 .5 percen t of food mixture 
11.5 percent of food mixture 
These figures substantiate the conclusion by McCollum that 
the proteins of milk are superior to those of vegetable origin. 
McCollum has concluded that milk is one of our most valuable 
feed-stuffs. This is because of the excellent quality of its pro-
teins, its good inorganic content, and the presence of the essen-
tial vitamin, fat soluhle A, and other considerations. 
POSSIBLE DEFICIENCIES OF MILK* 
Recent investigations show that in spite of the excellent qual-
ities of mi)k there are deficiencies associated veith it, these being 
represented by the following: 
1. Antiscorbutic vitamin. 
2. IrOIl. 
S. Probably iodill e ill so me instances. 
4. "Water soluble B vita min, under some conditions. 
5. Bulk-largely indigestible residues, fiber. 
6. Anti-rachitic facto!". 
1. Antisco1'bi~tic Vitamin. That milk may at times be de-
ficient in the third "accessory substance," or the antiscorbutic 
vitamin C, is now generally con ceded. The earlier opinion by 
McCoJlum and Pitz (7) to the effect that scurvy is not a de-
ficiency disease, but is due to impaction of the caecum, is now 
abandoned. The acceptance of scurvy as a deficiency disease 
has been r ecent. (8). 
·The hypothetical vitamin X needs con fi rmation. hence its connection with m ilk is 
not definitely settled. 
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Chick, Hume, Skelton and Smith (9) point out that the anti-
scorbutic vitamjn is present in living vegetable and animal tis-
sues, with large amounts in fresh fruits and green vegetables, 
and to some extent in root vegetables and tubers. It is sparingly 
present in fresh meat and milk and has not been found in yeast, 
fats, cereals and pulses. 
Orange juice is generally considered a good source of vitamin 
C, while orange peel extract is also very good. Lemon juice is 
considered about one-fourth as efficient as orange juice. Raw 
cabbage, tomatoes and potatoes are sources. 
According to Chick, Hume and Skelton (10) milk is merely 
of moderate value as an antiscorbutic and loses most of its value 
as such when pasteurized or boiled. Hart, Steenbock and Smith 
(11) observed that: 
"Milk sterilized at 120 degrees C. for 10 minutes, commercial 
unsweetened condensed milk, and the commercial milk powder hacl 
lost their antiscorbutic properties when used in quantities equiva-
lent to an amount of raw milk which would prevent scurvy in 
guinea pigs on a diet of rolled oats and (hied hay." 
Moore and Jackson (12) found it possible to induce symptoms 
of scurvy in guinea pigs when they were fed exclusively on cows' 
milk, whether pasteurized, boiled, skimmed or in the raw con-
dition. Raw milk failed to manifest any antiscorbutic properties 
when given to guinea pigs already on an oat diet_ Cohen and 
Mendel (13) also conclude that small additions of raw milk do 
not prevent the onset of scurvy, larger quantities, however, 
cause the symptoms to disappear_ 
Hess and Unger (14) found 80 cc. of fresh raw milk fed 
daily to a guinea pig would prevent scurvy. 
It was recently pointed out by Hart, Steen bock, and EEis 
(15) and still more recently by Dutcher, E ckles, Djlhle, Mead 
and Schaefer (16), that the concentration of the antiscorbutic 
vitamin in milk is dependent upon the diet which the mammal 
receives. Hart et a1 arrive at the folowing conclusion: 
"Summer pastme milk is much richer in this nutritive factor 
than dry feed milk or winter-produced milk, involving the use in 
the ration of corn silage or sugar mangels." 
In their trials 15 cc. daily of summer pasture milk afforded 
protection against scurvy for 20 weeks to one guinea pig. For 
many individuals this quantity was insufficient. Fifty cc. was 
safer. At least 75 cc. daily per guinea pig of dry feed produced 
milk were needed for complete protection against scurvy. 
Peculiarly enough, silage made from well matured corn did 
not greatly enhance in the milk the concentration of the anti-
scorbutic factor. 
Dutcher and associates (16) state: 
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"From the data obtained, it was cOllcludecl that the vitamin con-
tent of cows' milk is dependent upon the vitamin content of the 
ration ingested by the cow. Twenty cc. of summer milk were &upe-
rior in nub·itive value and in antiscorbutic potency to 60 cc. of 
wintel· milk. " 
Hess, Unger and Supple (17 ) also made careful observations 
to determine the influence which the diet of the cow would have 
upon the antiscorbutic content of her milk. They fed, as rough-
age, dry fodder to the cows in one case and in the other, the 
cows received pasture. 'l'hey observed that the guinea pigs re-
ceiving SO cc. of milk from cows receiving dry fodder developed 
scurvy in 21 days, and died within 56 days. Whereas, those 
g·uinea pigs receiving milk, drawn from cows receiving pasture, 
did not develop scurvy, and were alive at the end of 120 days. 
It is quite clear that whi.le milk does usually contain the anti-
scorbutic vitamin, it is often in very minute amount, which 
amount varying with the ration of the milk secreting mother, is 
decreased by prolonged pasteurization, boiling, and also upon 
drying. 
2. Ir-on.- That this element, considered deficient in milk, is 
found in very minute amounts has been pointed out by Fleisch-
mann (IS ) . He found by analysis that 0.3 percent of FE2 0 3 
are contained in the ash of milk, which is the equivalent of 
0.0014 pound iron per 100 pounds of mi.lk. 
Sherman (19, 5S ) reports the following as the mineral content 
of cows ' milk: 
Element P ercent Percent 
--- --- ----- - - - -
Calcium __________________________ _____ _____________ _ 
Magnesiulll ______________________ .. __________________ _ 
Potassium _______________________________ __ _________ _ 
Sodium _________________________ ____________________ _ 
Phosphorus ________________ ______________ _______ ___ _ 
Chlorine ____________________________________________ _ 
SuI fur __ ____________________ ________________________ _ 
Iron ___ ___ _________________________ _______________ __ _ 
.120* 
.11Z 
.143 
.051 
.093 
.106 
.034 
.00024 
*Represents figures compiled by Sherman from va rious sources . 
**Represents Sherman' s own work. 
.124** 
.011 
.154 
.069 
.092 
.091 
.031 
These analyses demonstrate the exceedingly small amount of 
iron present in mille 
In making a comparison of the ash of milk with that of the 
new-born animals of the same species, Bunge (20 ) found that 
while other constituents occurred in nearlv the same reJative 
proportions, the iron was six times as abu~dant in the ash of 
the young animal as in that of the milk which nourished it. Iron 
supplying feeds should be supplied the YOUllg suckling pigs early 
in life. 
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TABLE III- IODINE OONTEN'l' OF SOME FOODS 
Substance No. 
samples 
No. 
containing 
iodine 
l\Iaximulll 
iodine 
content 
---------------------------1---------------- ------ -
Milk, cows' _________ ______ ___________________ __ __ 18 
Corn (variety not recorded )________ _______ ______ 17 4 .00028 Corn, flint __ ___ ______________________________ ____ 7 
Tankage _______ _______ ________ _______ ___________ __ 1 trace Linseod meal _____ _______ __ ________ _______________ 1 
.00028 Salt ___ ________ __ ___ ____ ______ __ ____ __ ____ __ __ _____ 16 
Pork, salt, fat_ __________________________ ___ ___ __ 1 1 tra~e 
3. I adine. Cows' milk shows a deficiency in iodine. Bolm 
(21) of Wisconsin has chemically found in the milks of some 
animals a trace of iodine, but in the case of cows ' milk he has 
not found it. It has been demonstrated that the absence of 
iodine in certain rations is one of the causes of the development 
of goiter. The production of hairless and weak pigs in certain 
regions, particularly in the northwest, is caused ' by a low supply 
or absence of iodine in the ration of brood sows. Forbes and 
Beegle (22) found no iodine in 18 samples of cows' milk; fur-
ther, they found no iodine in the urine or feces of the 18 cows 
whose mi.lk they tested. Iodine is essential for the normal 
functioning of the thyroid glands, the active principle of which 
is presumably its iodine containing constituent, thyroxin. 
Forbes and Beegle give us the iodine content of foods as 
found in table III. 
These investigators state that "among' the animal products 
the only one containing iodine in more than traces was hair and 
hoof from swine. " This then signifies the necessity of securing' 
iodine from some reliable source in order to supply the nutri-
tional need. 
4. Wate?' Sal1tble B 17'itarn1:n--The growth promoting sub-
stance designated by the name of water soluble B occurs most 
widely in plant feeds. The deficiency of this vitamin is respon-
sible for the nerve diseases, polyn euritis in fowls and beriberi 
in humans. It occurs in lesser amounts in animal feeds. The 
experimental work by Osborne and Mendel (23) indicates that 
milk is by no means rich in it. They found it necessary to give 
their experimental animals (rats ) 15 cc. (about one-half ounce ) 
per day for normaJ. growth. No definite explanation is made 
by them to satisfy the much quoted results of Hopkins (24) who 
secured remarkable growth on adding as little as two cc. of milk 
to a diet which failed to maintain his rats (8) . 
Gibson and Concepcion (25 ) also co.nclude that milk is com-
paratively low in the antineuritic vitamin. Osborne, Mendel, 
Gibson and Concepcion advanced the belief that some of the 
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difficu.lties of artificially fed infants may be due to an insufficient 
amount of the antineuritic vitamin. 
Andrews (26) observed that infants nursed by mothers \vho 
were suffering from the disease beriberi likewise developed 
beriberi. Several Filipino women whose infants had just died 
of beriberi were induced to nurse puppies. It was noted in all 
cases that the young puppies also failed to grow, became edema-
tous and lost the use of their hind legs. One of the symptoms of 
this disease in man is the paralysis of the posterior extremities. 
Swine are often paralyzed in the hind quarters. In many cases 
the cause is unknown; perhaps the insufficiency of the ration in 
the vitamin B is of importance. It is indicated, therefore, that 
the milk of these human mothers was deficient in the water 
soJuble B substances. 
Osborne and Mendel (23) warn against using a top milk, 
water and sugar mixture for infants. This applies with equal 
force to orphan pig feeding. 
Daniels and Byfield (27) have made a careful study of the 
babies in their clinic in order to determine the role of the anti-
ileuritic vitamin in the artificial feeding of children. They ob-
served that in order to secure adequate gain in weight, it was 
necessary to give considerably more food ill some of their arti-
ficial feeding than when breast mi.lk is used; that is, considerably 
more calories were necessary for a normal growth than is con-
sidered sufficient for breast feeding. 'rhey made further obser-
vations upon the effect of the addition of antineuritic materials; 
of these, extract of wheat embryo was used in their first series; 
in their second series, the influence of soup made from alcoholic 
extract of vegetables, such as carrots, turnips and celery, was 
observed. Growth was stimulated. When the babies were just 
maintained on a certain definite amount of dry matter, their 
weight increased immediately upon the addition of the antineu-
ritic vitamin carrying substance. The antineuritic vitamin 
apparently made the dry matter more efficient. 
'l'here is just cause for the claim that milk may be a poor 
source of the antineuritic vitamin. 
5. Btdk--While, generally speaking, cows' milk fulfills quan-
titatively and qualitatively, the normal chemical requirement 
(with exceptions previously noted) for maintenance and growth, 
there are conditions, however, under which it cannot be suc-
cessfully used as a sole food. As has been referred to previously, 
McCollum successfully raised a pig to maturity thru reproduc-
tion on milk alone. The fact that he states that" the pig had 
access to wood shavings and ate some of them" indicates that 
she craved something which the milk did not supply. W as it 
bulk ? 
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Washburn and Jones (28) call attention to private corre-
spondence which reveals the fact that McCollum's experimental 
pig had the "run of a yard" and "free access to an ash heap". 
'rhey also call attention to the use of subsoil earth in their ex-
periment with "baby pigs" to prevent and relieve digestive 
disturbances, diarrhoea and constipation. They state that 
"there is need in the alimentary canal of every animal some 
material which shall serve mildly to irritate or to stimulate its 
muscular activity. Whether this be non-digestible cellulose or 
plain inorganic matter like earth, seems immaterial". 'rhey 
found soil beneficial. 
The digestive system of young and growing swine is i11-
adapted to the efficient utilization of much bulky (highly 
fibrous) feed, not more than the fiber equivalent of three or four 
percent of the dry matter being acceptable. 
Davenport (29) found that calves could not be raised on a diet 
consisting of milk alone, or grain alone. McCandlish (30) 
noted difficulties in the feeding of milk alone to ca.lves. He 
first thought the cause to be the inability of the animals to 
properly digest and utilize the milk unless simultaneously pro-
vided with some roughage. McCandlish (31) later made the 
fo.llowing comment; 
"Possibly water soluble B and very probably water soluble C al'e 
not pI'esent in milk in sufficient amount to satisfy the nutritional 
demands of the rapidly growiug calf, but eveu the addition of these 
vitamins will not bI'iug about complete I'ecovery uuless roughage is 
added." 
In addition to the possible deficiencies of milk enumerated 
above, recent experimental results secured by Daniels and 
Loughlin (32) point to a possible loss of Calcium Salts during 
milk heating, especially when prolonged these depositing on the 
vessel. 
6. .Anti-rachitic ]i'actor-There is developing quite a bit of 
evidence showing that milk for supplemental purposes is par-
tially deficient in "something," the absence or partial absence of 
which may cause or be a contributing cause of rickets. 'rhis sub-
stance is believed to be another vitamin, other than the vitamins 
A (fat soluhle), B (antineuritic) and C (antiscorbutic). Of 
course, we know now that in the cause of rickets there is involyed 
at times, not only this hypothetical anti-rachitic vitamin, but a 
deficiency or disproportionate relationship in the calcium and 
phosphorus metabolism. Sunshine must likewise be carefully 
considered, inasmuch as animals like pigs and babies often g'et 
rickets, showing a marked distortion and change in the bones 
and other tissues, when kept in quarters not providing sufficient 
sunlight, whereas Jater when these rickets diseased animals are 
treated with direct sunshine they show marked improvement and, 
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if the disease has not progressed too far, r egain their health. 
'1'he ration that is sufficient in the ligoht may be insufficient in 
the dark-so our rickets studies now show us. '1'hat sunlight and 
cod liver oil are both potent preventatives of rickets has been 
quite well demonstrated by the experimental work of Powers, 
Park, Shipley, McCollum and Simmonds (33). 
Apparently whcn animaJ.s are exposed to sunligoht it affects 
their nutritional tone. rrhe addition of cod liver oil to the 
ration of animals not getting enough sunlight seems to do prac-
tically the same good that sunlight does. Sunshine and cod 
liver oil appear, therefore, to have a similar common effect, 
which is beneficial from the nutritional standpoint and needs 
to be emphasized. It is supposed by some that the cod liver oil 
carries a fourth vitamin which is the responsible factor in the 
prevention of rickets. Just how sunlight would carry this vita-
min is, of course, inexplicable, but it may be that sunlight acting 
upon the tissues makes possible the production of a ' vitamin in 
those tissues. At any rate, animals r eceiving whole milk or skim-
milk or other milk products, oftentimes get rickets. This has 
been our experience in our orphan pig work, this being true 
even if little pigs get a quart of whole milk daily. Pigs, when 
allowed to have plenty of sunshine, have, in our experience, not 
been affected with rickets. Neither have they contracted rickets 
when given a little cod liver oil daily, this in addition to the 
whoJ.e milk. 
Oddly enough, our experience and observation has been that 
white pigs are less susceptible to rickets than red ones and r ed 
ones even less so than black ones. If the direct and indirect 
rays of the sun are potent preventatives of rickets, as experi-
ments have clearly indicated without much doubt, then it would 
appear that black pigs are less well protected because they will 
not allow the rays to penetrate as they should. On the other 
hand, the white pigs would naturally allow more light to enter 
into the inner tissues below the skin than either the reds or the 
blacks because their white skin color is more favorable for the 
penetration of the sun's rays. 
'1'his work, of co nrse, emphasizes that in orphan pig raising 
direct sunshine and abundant indirect light are to be empha-
sized. If the little pigs must of necessity be fed in darkened 
quarters, which of course is inadvisable, then to compensate par-
tia.lly for the absence of sunshine or good daylight, a little cod 
liver oil, or approximately a teaspoonful per pig daily, would 
be in order, particularly in the early stages of development or 
up until the time the pigs can eat green pastures, such as alfalfa, 
cJ.over and other similar good kinds. 
Hess (34) has recently shown that milk varies considerably 
in its anti-rachitic properties, and also that rickets is widely 
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noted in babies that have been receiving milk, either breast or 
artificially fed. Hess also emphasizes that excellent results have 
been secured with these babies in the treatment of rickets thru 
the use of cod liver oil and also thru the apJllication of ultra-
violet rays. He finds both sunshine and the ultra-violet light 
are curative agents. 
McCollum, Simmonds, Shipley and Park (35) find that butter 
fat is apparelltly not an efficient specific preventative agent for 
rickets. 
Huldschinsky (36) found that the ultra-violet rays exert a 
marked curative action in children affected with rickets. He 
used the quartz lamp to produce these rays. His work hns 
been corroborated by other investigators. Buchholz (37) had 
previously found that artificial light rays were of benefit in the 
prevention of rickets. 
'1'he great advantage of direct sunshine in the quarters of 
swine, particularly young growing pigs, has long been uppl'e-
ciated; now because of the newer investigations we know that 
sunshine is a physiologic blessing, essential to ·the highest degree 
of mammalian health and well being. 
From the standpoint of green feed allowance to orphan pigs, 
it is well in this connection to call attention to the (Jarly sug-
gestive work of Steenbock and Hart (38) on calcium asssimila-
hon, in which they showed that there were marked favorable 
differences in the fecal calcium elimination of a milking goat in 
changing from old dried roughage to green pasture. 'l'he cal-
cium balance was cOllverted from a negative to a positive balanef'. 
Hart, Steenbock and Hoppert (39) make this significant com-
ment in regard to this earlier work in a later publication: 
"Evidently something hac1 been ingestec1 with the green maLerial 
that allowec1 a more perfect skeletal storage of calci UIl1 01' a mOl'e 
complete assilllilation of this element from the intestine." 
'1'his emphasizes green feed for the orphan pigs, and of which 
there is no better than alfalfa, clover, and the like. In thi" 
work they found that cod liver oil, which we have found usefnl 
in yOWlg pig raising, affected the calcium balance favorably. 
Now inasmuch as cod liver oil has been a valuable rickets-DJ'e-
venting adjunct in the supplementing of a whole milk-mixed 
corn grain-meat meal tankage ration of young pigs, it appears 
probable that the cod liver oil carries a substance or substances 
which in milk is either lacking or partially deficient. Still later 
work of Hart, Steenbock, Hoppert and Humphrey (40) indicate 
that with fresh green alfalfa there is "more libera.l storage of 
calcium" tlilan on dry alfalfa hay. 
All these investigations indicate the rapid advance of our 
knowledge in the solving of fundamental questions of nutrition, 
all of which bear on our orphan pig raising prohlem. 
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THE VARIATION OF THE MILK COMPOSI'l'ION IN THE SPECIES 
'rhere is wid e variation in the composition of milk in the 
various mammalian species. Accordillg to 'VVillg ( ,n ) the fol-
lowing table shows the comparison of the various CO\\'S' milk tests 
of r ecent authorities: 
'l'AllLE IV- COMPOSITION OF CO~S ' MILK (AVERAGES) 
~Ya tcr ________________ ____ _ 
Pat ____ ___________________ _ 
Casein __ __ ______ __ ________ _ 
Alhumin __________________ _ 
Sugar _____________________ _ 
Ash ___ ______________ ______ _ 
American 
(J3abcock) 
Percent 
87.17 
3 .69 
3.0-2 
.53 
4.88 
.n 
English 
(Oli,'er) 
Pcrcent 
87.60 
3 .25 
3 .10 
.!5 
4.55 
.75 
Germa n 
(Flei schmann) 
Percent 
87.75 
3 .40 
2.80 
.70 
4.60 
.75 
French 
(CoroHin ) 
Pcrc('n t 
87 .73 
3 .30 
3 .00 
4.80 
.75 
There is much variance in the composition of cows' milk as 
indicated by Koenig. l'he extremes which he found 111 800 an-
alyses are indic:ated by Wing (41) as follows: 
Water ____________________________________________________ , __ 
l~ at ____ ________________________________ __ _______ _______ __ ___ _ 
C Rsein _____________________________________________________ _ 
A Iblllllin ______ __ _________________________ __________ ________ _ 
Sng a l' ____________________________________________ __________ _ 
Ash _________ __ ___ ________ __ _____________________________ ___ _ 
l\fax imum 
P ercent 
Minimum 
Perccnt 
:---- --- - ----
OO.tiO 
6 .17 
4.23 
1.4! 
6.03 
1.21 
8u.3~ 
l.Gi 
1.79 
.25 
2 .11 
.35 
H,ichmolld (42) quotes the followin g figures showin g the com-
position of milk of different breeds of cattle representing 280,000 
;.;amples taken over 17 years of time: 
Total 
so lids 
Fat M ilk-sugar Protein Ash 
Other 
consti -
tuents 
-_._---------- ------------- - - - -- - ----
Ayrshire _________________ _ 
Guernsey ________________ _ 
Holstein ____ _____ ________ _ 
.l ersey ________________ ___ _ 
Shorthorn _______ _____ __ _ _ 
12.70 
H.48 
12.12 
H. 3 1 
12.~5 
Average analysis ________ ]2.65 
3.68 
5.02 
3.51 
4.78 
3.65 
3.74 
4.8~ 
4.80 
4.69 
4 .8; 
4 .80 
4.70 
3 . 4S 
3.92 
3.28 
3.96 
3.27 
3.40 
0.69 
0 .74 
0 .6\ 
0 .75 
0.73 
0.75 .06 
It is obvious that variation exists in the composition of COWR' 
milk, therefore in a consideration of the constituents of milk, 
we cannot hope to obtain more than approximate figures or 
averages. 
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'fhere is presented herewith a table given by McKay aud 
Larsen (43), but representing' the work of Koenig covering milk 
of many species: 
'I 'ABLE V.-OONSTI'l'UE"TS OF KINDS OF MILl, FROM MANY DIFFEREN'I' 
SPECIES 
No. of Casein 
analy· Water Fat and Milk Ash Specific 
ses albumin sugar gravity 
--------.---------. --- ----1-··_ ·-:--
Human 
- ---- ----- -- -- --- 107 87.41 3.78 2 .29 6.21 .31 1.0270 
Mare 
- -- ------ -- -- --- - --- 50 90.78 1.21 1.90 5.67 .35 1.03,17 
Buffalo 
- - - -- -- - - - -- -- --- 8 82.25 7.51 5.05 4.44 ,75 ),0350 
Ass ----- -- -- --- -- -- ----- 7 80.6.1 1.64 2.22 5 .90 .51 1.0345 
Cow - ----'---- ---- ----- --- 793 87.17 3 .69 3 .5; 4. 88 .71 1.0316 
Ewe --- -- - - ----- - --- -- --- 32 80 .82 6.86 6.52 4.91 .89 1.03H 
Goat 
------------- - ------ 38 85 .71 4.78 4.29 4.46 .76 1.03"28 
Sow 
- ------ -- -- --- ------- 8 84004 4.55 7.23 3 .23 1.05 1.038 
Bitch --- -- -- ---- - -- - - - -- 28 75.44 9.57 11.17 3 .0!! .73 1.035 
Elephant 
---------------- 3 79.30 !!.10 2.51 8 .59 .50 1.0313 
HiPllOpotamll s 
--------- 1 90.43 4.51 ------- ----- 4.40 .11 
Oamel 
- ---- ---- -- -- -- --- 3 86.57 3 .07 4.00 5.59 .77 1.042 
Llama 
------------------ 3 86 .55 3. 15 3.90 5.60 .80 1.034 
Washburn and Jones (28) cover in table VI the composition 
of human milk as determined by the investigators indicated: 
'!'ABLE YI- OOMPOSI'l'ION OF HUMAN MILT, 
Autho"ity Ash Protein Sugar Fat 
--- ---- ---- - - - --
Rowen __ ____ _____ __ ______________ __ .. _____ _ 
Abderh alden __ ___ __ ___ ________________ __ __ _ 
Ba rthel ___ __________ ___ __ _______________ __ _ 
Hu tchinson ______________________________ _ _ 
Stohm ann ________________________________ _ 
Martin ____________________________________ _ 
Schere8chewsky ___________________________ _ 
Hall ____ ___ ___ __ _____________ __ ____ ________ _ 
.T ordan ________ _________________ __ ________ _ _ 
Richmond _____________________ ____________ _ 
RichmonCl maxima _____ ___ __ __________ ___ _ 
Richmond minima ________________ ___ __ _ . __ 
Average of a1L _____________________ .. __ _ 
.20 
not given 
.26 
.27 
.30 
.20 
.20 
.40 
.20 
.20 
.fiO 
.09 
.26 
2 .00 
2.01 
1.55 
1.62 
1. 72 
2 .00 
1.50 
2.10 
1.42 
1. fiO 
5.56 
0.85 
- --- -
1.9!! 
5.00 
6.37 
6.44 
6.24 
5.99 
5.00 
7 .00 
6.20 
7.42 
6.80 
8.89 
4. 22 
6.30 
3.10 
3.74 
3. 43 
3 .14 
2.91 
3.10 
4.00 
3 .80 
2.66 
3 .30 
9.0; 
0.47 
3.56 
A complete survey of analyses of samp,les of sow's milk are 
indispensible in this study; the figures first given are by Henry 
and Woll (44) in the following table VII. 
In comparing these figures with the figures of Koenig's data 
(see table V) we note considerable difference in the two sets of 
figures on the percent of fat, protein and sugar. The German 
figures of Koenig in regard to the fat and sugar content were 
lower and protein higher than the American average of sow's 
milk. However, there are wide individual differences. 
Sow No. 
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'l 'ABLE VII- COMPOSITION OF SOW'S MILK' 
Water Fat 
Casein 
and 
albumin 
Milk 
sugar Ash 
No. of 
Specific globules 
Gravity in .0001 
cmm. 
Globules 
relative 
size of 
fat 
- ·----1--- --- ---- - - -- --- - - - ---
1740 
--------- -
79.73 8.32 5.95 5.14 .86 1,379 
1740 82 .04 7.20 5.33 4.48 .95 
------ ---- ----- -----
1739 
- --- - --- -
82 .88 3.89 6 .09 5.82 1.32 1.0454 983 
1744 
------- ---
79.54 8.53 6.12 4.68 1.13 1.0358 2,295 
1789 
--------- . 79.46 8 .02 5 .77 5 .96 .79 1.0396 1,516 
1739 
- --------- 81.78 6.67 6.67 4.08 1.12 1.0350 1 ,960 
1744 
---------- 81.24 7.09 7.28 3.07 1.32 1.0388 2,526 
---
---
-------
Average ----- 80.95 7.06 6.20 4.75 1.07 1.0389 ----------
W 011 (45) secured the following figures 111 later work: 
1740 
1739 
9 
142 
8 
Average 
- ---
Average of 121 
ana]y£es (Woll) ___ _ 
82 .85 5.56 
83.13 0.12 
82 .86 5.87 
81.16 6.9'2 
81.41 6.36 
--- ---
82.28 5.97 
81.49 1 6.60 \ 
4.55 6 .20 .84 1.0390 1 ,000 
4.97 5 .97 .81 .039r. 1 ,049 
5.16 5.37 .74 .0370 1,100 
5.45 5 .fi8 .89 .0385 745 
5 .47 5.92 .84 .0395 1 ,247 
------- --------- - - -
5.12 5.81 .82 1.0387 1 ,046 
5.75 1 5.191 .9711 0388 I 1, 388 
*'1'wo samples not complete in sugar and ash determination arc omitted. 
60 
----------
40 
37 
53 
32 
28 
---
----------
51 
49 
53 
93 
51 
- - --
59 
56 
To indicate the extreme variations in the composition of SOW'S 
milk as determined by W 011 (45) in his work at the "\Visconsin 
Station these figures are presented: 
Lowest 
percent 
Highest Average 
percell t. percen t 
-----1----- ----- ---
Water _____ _______________________________________ __ ___ _ 
Fat _________ __ _____ __ ____ __ __ _________ ___________ ____ __ _ 
On scin and albu min _________________________________ __ _ 
1\1 Pk suga r ____________________________________________ _ 
Ash _____ __ _________ ____ __ __ ___ _________ ____________ ____ _ 
Solids, not fa t ____ _________ ________ ___ __ ______ ________ _ 
79.46 
3.89 
4.55 
3.07 
.74 
10.76 
83. 13 
8.53 
7.28 
6 .20 
1.n 
13.23 
81.49 
6.60 
5.75 
5.19 
.97 
11.91 
At the Wisconsin Station Carlyle (46) reported investigations 
r egarding the milk composition of 12 sows of three breeds, fonr 
of each breed, with the foJ.lowing results: 
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'l'ABLE YIU- PEROEN'l'AGE OOMPOSI'l'ION OF SOWS' MILK 
Ear 
Breeding No. 'rotal Fat 
so lids 
-----
Berkshire 
----------------
115 19.5Z 7.05 
Berkshire 
- ------ -- - - - - -.-
114 20.02 7.58 
Berkshire --- ---_.--- -- --- 27 17.59 5.58 
Berkshire 
----------------
81 21.23 ~.80 
-----
Average 
------------- ---.--.- 19.59 7.25 
Poland Ohina 
-----------
2 19.19 6.20 
Poland Ohina 
---------- - G 17.78 6.14 
Poland Ohina 
-----------
120 19.53 6 .54 
Poland Ohina 
--.------ -- 1 20.25 8 .28 
---
---
AYeragc . -- --._- ----- ----- --- 19 .19 6.79 
Razol'hack _______________ 69 17 .81 5.48 
Razorback ________ __ __ ___ 67 20.50 7.77 
Razol'l)ack __ ______ _______ 66 19.14 6.74 
Oasein 
and 
albumin 
6.15 
5.59 
5.49 
5.72 
5.74 
6.44 
5.23 
6 .38 
5.60 
5 .94 
5 .60 
6.65 
5.63 
Milk 
sugar 
- - -
5.26 
5.99 
5 .52 
5.75 
- -
5.63 
5.61 
6 .41 
5.62 
5.31 
- -
5.74 
5.79 
5.19 
5.78 
Ash 
---
1.06 
.86 
1.00 
.96 
---
.97 
.94 
LeU 
.D9 
.97 
---
.98 
.94 
.89 
.99 
SP. Gr. 
---
1.0404 
1.0385 
1.0421 
1.0372 
---
1.0396 
1.0417 
1.0405 
1.0434 
1.0389 
---
1.0411 
1.0412 
1.0414 
1.0413 
RaZ::::::e --~~~~~~~::~~:: ' ___ :: __ 1 :~:~:- - :::: = :::: :::: =~~- ;:::::-
'L'o t"1 average __ ___ . __ ______ 19.49 6.89 6.06 5.61 .98 1.0412 
Jenson (47) makes the following comment regarding' sows' 
milk: "So\\'s' milk is thick, slimy and of alkaline reaction. In 
chemica 1 composition it is very variable." 
H enry and Woll (44) found upon investigation that the fat 
globul es of sows' milk are only one-fourth as large as those of 
cows' milk, but eight times as numerous. 
WHAT HAS BEEN LEARNED IN MILK MODn~ICATION FOR 
INFANTS 
Inasmuch as much experimental work has been carried on ill 
the artificial feeding' of infants, the knowledge of the scientific 
processes which underlie infant feeding should greatly widen 
understanding of the orphan pig problem. 
The first step in artificial feeding of infants was to compare 
the analyses of cows' and mother's mille As has been pointed 
out previously, there is no perfect milk substitute for infants, 
due to the variation in the composition of milks of the various 
species. For practical and economical reasons, cow's milk is 
the best substitute. The chemical analyses indicate that there 
ar e quite marked differences in the content of ordinary nutri-
tional constituents. Are these differences sig'nificant 1 That is 
our problem. 
Biedert believed that the case ill of cows' milk caused ullfavor-
ab.le disturbances in infant feeding. This idea has been found to 
be true to a certain extent; for instance, Brenneman (48) se-
cured early results, \rhich were later corroborated and elabor-
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ated upon by Bergeim, Evvard, Rehfuss and Hawk (49), findillg: 
that the curd produced when cows' raw milk was acted upon ill 
gastric digestion by the gastric juices was tough and rubbery. 
In gastric digestion the curd from human milk is fine and floc-
culent. 
However, when cows' boiled milk was ingested and acted UpOll 
by the gastric juices, it was fine and flaky, being in that respect 
similar to the clot formed from woman's mille The finer, 
softer c.lot is more easily and completely digested. Hess's (50) 
observations corroborate the above. Treatillg cows' raw milk 
by boiling, or by citration, or by the addition of cereal waters, 
made it possible to have a fine and flocculent curel. 
H ess contends that fat plays an important part in the nutri-
tional disturbance of the artificially fed infant. Cows' milk 
contains ten percent volatile acids, while that prepared from 
the human has only 1.5 percent. Butyric acid glycerid is found 
to the extent of six percent in butter from cows' milk, while in 
that of human milk there is only a trace. 
Our experience was that fat of cows' milk, if fed in excess, 
caused marked digestive disturbances accompanied by diarrhoea 
with subsequent un thriftiness and emaciation. Washburn and 
Jones (28) had similar experience. 
Dr. Ramsey (51) makes the statement that the fat of cows' 
lllilk is realJy more difficult of digestion than the protein. 
Hess (50) calls attention to the work of L. F. Meyer on the 
salts of the cows' milk, which salts vary both quanitatively and 
qualitatively from those of human milk, and may have unfavor-
ab Ie influences on children with nutritional disturbances. Hess 
states: '''fhe salt contents of the two milks are of great im-
portance in artificial feeding." 
Hess also calls attention to the opil1 iOIl of Escberich and Ham-
burger that human milk contains ferments which have a favor-
able influence on the processes of metabolism, and also to the 
finding' of Salge to the effect "that tetanus and dip theria anti-
toxins could be utilized by the infant only when fed in human 
milk, while when contained in the milk of the other species, 
they did not get into the body fluids of infants." In this con-
nection Hess adds this comment: "But whether these biologic 
differences are of great importance to the infant remains to be 
proven." 
Does this mean that orphan pigs should have the colostrum 
from swine if at all possible ? Human milk is either sterile or of 
low bacteria.l content, while cows' milk is never sterile, in fact, 
the bacterial count is often exceedingly high. Sterilization, pas-
teurization, and cert.ification are means of reducing the bacterial 
count. . 
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Hess (50) states that cows' milk may be modified to approxi-
mate woman's milk, nevertheless, it can never be just the same 
or just as good for infants, because of the wide divulgence in 
constituents. 
A few brief statements from H ess's (50) review of the prog-
ress in artificial infant feeding follow: 
1. "Peppel' and Meigs of Philadelphia gave us the first rational 
method in milk modification. They mOTe especially attempted to 
vary the pel'centages of casein in cow's milk. This was accomplished 
by diluting the milk and adding milk-sugar and Cl'eam to make np 
the deficiency in energy value." 
2. "Rotch of Boston made furthel' advances in infant feeding 
in that he taught us t hat fat and sugar as ,yell as pl'oteill were 
important factors in the disturbances of the al'tificially fed infants. 
His system of feeding has since been knolVn as 'the percentage 
method.' " 
3. "The German school, of which Rubner and Heubner were the 
chief advocates, gave us the so-called 'caloric method' of feeding, 
by which they sought to provide the numbel' of heat units l'equil'ed 
by the infant, basing their estimations on the infant's weight." 
4. "CzeJ'uy and Finkelstein have taught us the dangers of ovel'-
feeding with (cow's) whole milk, and also its individual ingre-
dients, fat, sugar, and salts, individually and combined." 
5. There has been a n incl'easecl tendency to boil cow's milk be-
fol' feeding to infants in American clinics, based on the desil'e to 
Tender the curd more fragile, and to destl'oy pathogenic bacteria. 
Hess emphasizes that changes caused in milk by boiling, espe-
cially if prolonged, make it necessary to administer fruit and 
vegetable juices, and other foods, such as cod liver oil to prevent 
possible retarded development. 
Hill (52) explains two simple methods of milk modification: 
1. The" gravity" cream and skimmed milk method. 
2. The" whole" milk dilution method. 
1. The Gravity "Method. 'l'he gr avity or top cr eam is all 
the visible cream which rises to the top in an ordinary milk bot-
tle after the milk has stood for about six hours. In a quart 
bottle, it usually amounts to about six ounces of cr eam, and 
the composition is about 16 percent fat, 4.5 percent sugar and 
3.2 percent protein. After this is removed, what is left behind 
is skimmed milk consisting of very little fat, 4.5 percent sugar 
and 3.2 percent protein. These figures are just average figures. 
'l'he skimmed milk, cream, water and sugar are mixed in such 
proportions as to secure the percentage of food elements that 
are desired. 
2. The Whole "Milk D ilntion Method. This method consists 
in diluting whole milk with water and adding milk-sugar to se-
cure the desired percentage. Some disadvantages with this 
method are that if the milk is diluted enough to reduce the pro-
tein percent to the proper amount, the fat is reduced too much, 
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and the food may not contain a sufficient number of calories and 
vitamin content may be made too low for proper nutrition. 
In infant food modification the aim is not so much to try to 
imitate exactly the breast mille, but rather do pediatrists en-
deavor to fit the milk to the digestive capacity of the individual 
baby, determining the capacity by watching the baby's symp-
toms, its weight, and its stools. 
There are a number of proprietary foods, namely, condensed 
milks and evaporated milks; malted foods, malted foods con-
taining starch; starchy foods containing practically nothing but 
starch; and various" dry milk" powders. They are not usually 
considered as suitabJ.e when used as the sole food, because of the 
required proper and suitable balance of the several food nu-
trients. Usually the carbo-hydrate content is high, not being 
in suitable proportions to the fat and sugar. rrheir use, there-
fore, is often well limited as substitutes for sug·ar in the modifica-
tion of fresh milk. Practically aLl of the milk substitutes for 
feeding young pigs have similar objections. 
APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF MILK MODIFICATION 
TO ORPHAN PIG RAISING 
It is to be noted that cows' milk and human milk may vary. 
The approximate average variations are as follows: 
Water Fat Casein Albumin Lactose Ash 
Human (Gottleib) ---- -- --- 87.92 3.~3 0.58 0.52 7.12 0.25 
Cows' (Babcock) ---------- 87 .17 3.69 3.02 ().53 4.88 .71 
A study of these figures explains the chemical reason and 
theory as to why in artificial infant feeding there is a reduction 
of the content of the casein and an increase of the amount of 
lactose and ash in modifying COWS' miJk for that purpose. Thus 
a modified milk is produced which approximately simulates 
human milk in approximate composition. While, of course, it 
is impossible to modify exactly cows' milk so that it is identical 
with human milk or even sows' milk in its properties, reactions, 
bacterial count, etc., it is possible to modify cows' milk so that 
as far as the approximate nutrients are concerned it is ostensibly 
quite similar to human or sows' mille 
Even tho the nutrients of the modified mill, are apparently 
equal in quanity, fundamentally they are markedly different 
in quality. As an illustration, fat of cows' mi.lk contl .ins ten 
percent volatile acids, while that from human has only one and 
a half percent, also butyric acid is present in the butter of 
cows' fat to the extent of six percent, while in the human merely 
a trace is found. 
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'l'ABLE IX-COMPOSI'l'ION OF co~rs' A~D SO\\'S' MILK (AVERAGES COMPARED) 
I· Cascin and Lac-
____________ . ____________________ TVater I __ F_'R_t_ I. __ al_b_u_m_iu __ I __ t_os_e_ 
Ash 
Cows' (Babcock) _____________________________ 87.17 
Sows' (Average of American im'cstigators)_ _ 81.00 
3.69 
6.75 
Diffcrcnces absolute __________________________ -6.17 +3.06 
3.55 
5.91 
4.88 
5.42 
0.71 
.98 
+2 .36 + .01 + .27 
------------.--------- --- ------- - -----
Differences jn percents________________________ -7.08 +82.93 +66 .48 +11.07 +33. 03 
It is realized, therefol'e, that on account of the marked com-
plexity of the milk constituents, it is beyond the means of eyeL'~­
day practicability to substitute for the human or the sows' mi.llc 
by a modified co\\'s' milk so that it will satisfy all cOllditioni> 
in the replacement. Relative and average results only can be 
secured. When the cows' milk itself fluctuates so, we are merely 
working with approximations, unless of course, we work with 
"analyzed" milks, which in orphan pig work is not feasible. 
In modifying cows' milk for artificial pig feeding, there are 
differential problems. 'fhe following shows the approximate 
average figures of American investigators on cows' and sows' 
mille 
Sows' milk is considerably more conccntrated than co,,-s' milk, 
having a greater q ualltity of each of the nutrients, except water, 
hence in orphan pig milk modification the matter of modification 
resolves itself into one of addition, in that respect differing from 
artificial infant feeding, sincc in that case both addition and 
reduction are employed. 
However, on account of the wide variation in the analyses of 
sow's milk, no very accurate method of milk modification can 
be employed without accurate analyses. 
A summary of the data on sow's milk composition is presented 
in table X: 
'l 'ABLE: X-SUMMARY OF ANALYSES OF sows' MILK 
(Complete Samples) 
Pounds in a Hundred 
No. of 'rotal Milk 
Investigator samples Water solids Fat Protein sugar Ash Sp. Gr. 
---------------. __ .- ---- -------- ------------
Woll _______ _______________ _ 
Carlyle ____________________ _ 
Koenig ____________________ _ 
A "erago of American sam-ples ___________________ _ 
Average of German samples 
Gralld average of a1l sam -I)les _____________________ _ 
12 
12 
8 
24 
8 
32 
81.49 
SO.51 
81 .04 
1S.51 6.60 
19.49 6.S9 
15.96 4.55 
81.00 19.00 6.75 
84 .04 15.96 4.55 
S1.76 1S.2+ 6.20 
5.75 
6.06 
7.23 
5.91 
7 .2~ 
6.24 
5 .19 .97 1.0388 
5.(;4 .98 1.0~12 
3.23 1.05 1.0380 
5.42 .98 1.0100 
3.23 1.05 1.0380 
4.87 .99 1.0395 
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TABLE XI- MILK SOLIDS CONSUMED PEl~ ONE POUND GAIN BY CALVES. 
PIGS AND LAMBS 
Skim milk Milk POOl' 
pounds in fa t 
pounds 
Milk rich 
in fat 
pounds 
-------------- ------------ --------- ----
Culves fed 45 days _______________________________ ______ _ 
Pigs fed 40 day (1st trial) _______ __ ___________ ____ ___ _ 
Pigs fed 30 days (2d Irial) _______ ______________________ 1.48 
Lambs fed 60 days 0.42 kg. digestible matter in hay. 
addition al ______________________ __ _________________ _ 
1.03 
1.36 
1.40 
1.19 
1. 77 
1.56 
1.08 1. 37 
---------1----AYcragc of 8 pairs of animals ____________________ _ 1.22 1.47 
ORPHAN PIG RAISING WORK DONE ELSEWHERE 
Richardsen (53) in 1916 cited work carried on at the Model 
Farm Disopshof in which 15 experiments were conducted to 
determine the nutritive value of "cerealis," a new proprietary 
malt feed meal, recommcnded as a substitute for whole milk 
with breeding pigs. Analyses showed it to be a malt meal of 
the following composition: Water, 8.96 percent; crude proteill , 
12.56 percent (pure albumin 11.07 percent); crude fat, 2.68 
percent; nitrogen-free extract, 68.28 percent (ma.ltose, 27 .7; 
starch, 27.59 percent ) ; crude fiber 3.79 percent, and ash 2.98 
percent. rrhe food differs from ordinary malt in that it carries 
less starch and more sugar. Th e pigs used were of similar size 
and constitution, and were carried from the 31st to the 120th 
dav of their lives. 
The experiment indicated that malt meal could replace milk 
partially and physiologically in rearing young pigs, in that the 
animals had good appetites and throve well. However, it is 
emphasized that it is not desirable to replace milk completely 
with the malt feed. rrhe partial rather than complete substi-
tution of "cerealis" for milk showed good growth. 
Another experiment which has an application to orphan pig' 
raising was conducted by Beach (54). He fed calves, pigs, and 
lambs, on skimmed milk, ordinary milk containing from 3 to 
3.5 percent fat, and milk rich in fat containing from 5.1 to 5.7 
percent of fat. The lambs received hay in addition. rrable XI 
shows milk so.lids, including fat , required to produce One pound 
of o-ain bl this experiment it was observed that in every case mille 
rich in fat was less valuable per pound of dey matter, fat in-
cluded, than milk that was poor in fat, or even skimmilk. Ac-
cording to Beach, the pigs receiving rich milk suffered loss of 
appetite, had diarrhoea, with the final result that they did not 
eat enoug-h to sustain life. On the other hand, the pigs receiving 
skimmi.lk or milk of a low fat content throve. Beach's experi-
ence in this respect is similar to ours. 
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Probably the most extensive experimental work bearing on 
orphan pig raising ' has been done by Washburn and Jones (28). 
These investigators worked with four to five weeks old 
" baby pigs" in an endeavor to adopt the findings of baby pig 
feedin g to infant feeding. These authors say that" students of 
animal nutrition long have recognized the similarity existing 
in the fundamental digestive processes of all animals." There-
fore, since this is accepted to be true, it is readily understood 
why in our orphan pig investigations we endeavor to apply the 
findings of infant feeding to other anima.Is. 
Washburn and Jones investigations indicated that cows ' milk 
with a nutritive ratio of about 1 :3, with a relatively low fat 
content, ,yas about right for very young pigs; that the size of 
the fat globules has no practical bearing on the relative values 
of milks in infant feeding; that the alleged superiority of a cer-
t ain breed's milk seems, if so, more Jikely due to low fat content 
than to the size of t he fat globules ; that the "homogenization 
of the fat does not seem to be helpful, but the casein of the milk 
is sufficiently modified by the application of this process so that 
pos ible benefit may result from its employment" ; that" evapo-
rated (unsweetened ) milk compared favorably with norma,l, 
whole standardi7:ed milk, but the sweetened condensed milk 
proved a thoroly undesirable food , producing a dangerously 
fat body" ; that the bones of the pigs that were fed on a sweet-
ened condensed milk were but two-thirds as strong as those 
fed the normal or evaporated (unsweetened ) m'ilk; and that ap-
parently overdilution of the ration tends to Jessen food value. 
A thoro search of the literature pertaining to orphan pig 
raising yielded a scarcity of direct references. 
l 
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PART II. IOWA AGRICULTTJRAL EXPERIMENT 
STATION RESTJLTS 
In this bulletin are discu ssed the results secured in the first 
three orphan pig experiments, in two of which the protein of 
cows' milk was modifi ed to be approximately that of sows' milk; 
and in the third of which frequency of feeding was studied ; like-
wise nutritive ratio studies were made. 
SERIES I--R.tLISING ORPHAN PIGS 
Modifi ca tio n of the Protein C01ttents of Cows' Whole Milk 
OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT 
1. To study pal"ticularly t he advisability of modifying the protein 
content of cows' whole milk by the addition of these respective feeds: 
Commel"Cial casein, blood meal (blood flour ), and. linseed oilmeal, when 
added to Free·Choice Ration of shell ed C01"l1, 60 percent protein tankage, 
and block salt. 
2. To gain praeticnl kn owledge on Dl"ph:m pig raising applicabl e to 
farm conditions. 
METHODS OF EXPERIMENTATION 
1. Dumtion of Experimental P el'iod with Rations. 
The entire period was plann ed to take 90 days, this being divided as 
fol! .vs: 
]<'irst 30 days : Milk limitec1 to two or t lll'ee pounds per day in con· 
junction with extra self· fed free·choi ce of shelled corn, tankage, and 
block salt. 
Second 30 clays: Same as thst 30 clays, excepting milk was raised to 
three pounds per day. 
ThiTd 30 days: Final check p eriod. Milk discontinued and pigs con· 
tinued on free·choice, self·fed r a tion of shellec1 COl'll, tankage, and block 
salt. 
2. .A ni11lals Used . 
The original plan was to use 14 pigs, dividing them up in to seven 
lots of two pigs each. UnfOl·tunately, however, one pig in check lot met 
with accidental death at the outset of the expeI·iment. It was deemed 
advisable therefore, to run another check lot of two pigs each, inasmuch as 
two mOl"e pigs were available. The total number of pigs used, conse· 
quently, was 16, of which 14 were in the regular experimental lots, Nos. 
I to VII, in clusive, and two in the special lot, No. VIII. 
The 14 large type Poland China pigs usec1 in the regular lots were of 
mixed sexes, having come fl'om two litters by the same sire, seven pigs 
having come from each litter, while t he other two pigs were from a thiI'd 
sow. The pigs for this test were taken directly from their mothers. 
The initial condition of the pigs was from goocl to medium·good, pos· 
sible marking being pTi~ne, choice, good, medit!1Jt, fail', c011l11l0n and in· 
feTioT. They were all in a good state of h ealth and thrift. Upon t he claj' 
the experiment started, t hese pigs were 12 to 13 days old, the Tegular 
experimental pigs being 12 days old, and t he extm lot 13 days old. The 
dam and siTe of the pigs had been given t he hog cholel'a virus·serum 
simultaneous treatment. 
Previous to farrowing t he sows wel'e all well fed, having received a 
combination of good grains, such as corn, oats, bm'ley, and others in aclcli-
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tion to tankage and salt. After farrowing, they received corn, tanlmge, 
and ground oats in dry lot. These so,,"s were suckling well at the time 
these pigs were taken from them. 
3. Allotment Considerations. 
The following points were carefully taken into consideration in making 
the allotment: 
1. Weight. 
2. Condition. 
3. Ontcome. 
4. Sex. 
5. Even distribution of litters. 
6. Health. 
4. Rations Fei! ancl How . 
The lots all 1'eceived cows' whole milk limited to two to three ponnds 
pel' heael daily for the first 30 days, and three pounds each fo1' the second 
30 days. Shelled COl'll self-fed, plus meat meal tallkage self-fed, plus 
block salt self-fed, was allowed each lot. In addition to the above feeds 
the lots receiyed the following "special feed" protein additions to the 
whole milk: 
Lot I-None. 
Lot II-'1' eclmical casein to furnish one percent additional pl'otein in 
total milk allowance. 
Lot III-Casein to fnl'llish thl'ee percent additional protein in total milk 
allowance. 
Lot IV-Blood meal to furnish one percent additional protein in total 
milk nllownnce. 
Lot V- Blood menl to fUl'llish tln'ee percent additional protein in total 
milk nllCl.\\-nnce. 
Lot VI-Linseed oilmenl, old process, to furnish one percent aclrlitional 
protein in total milk allowance. 
Lot VII-Linseed oilmeal, old process, to furnish- three pel'cent aileli-
tional protein in total milk allowa nce. 
Lot VIII-None. 
The statement "to fUl'nish one pm'cent protein" means that enough 
of the p]'otein supplement was added to ] 00 pounds of milk to supply one 
pound of protein. Where the statement calls for the furnishing of "three 
pertent protein" enough of the protein supplement was added to supply 
three pounds of protein with 100 pounds of milk allowed. Milk was disoon-
tin ued after the fi .. st 60 days. 
f5. Methods of Feeding. 
]<~O1' the first thirty days, the pigs were hand-fed milk four times daily, 
6: 00 and 11: 30 A. M., 5 : 00 and 9: 30 P. M. Fo1' the second thirty days, 
they were fed three times daily, 7:00 A. M., 12:00 N ., and 6:00 P. M. 
Thinl thirty days, none. 
Water, all the pigs woulel drink, was allowed at each feed after the 
milk was chunk. 
The different protein supplements were mixed with the milk. With the 
exception of Lot VII, "lillseed oil meal tl11'ee pm'cent," no difficulty was 
expe1'ienced in the mixing of the protein supplement with the milk. It was 
impossible to mix all the required oilmeal with the milk allowance and 
still have the pigs clea n up the oilmenl, it settled to the bottom, pigs 
r efusing same, hence it was decided to mix the entire allowance of oil-
meal with one-half the milk and feed it, then take the linseed oilmeal 
l'esidue and mix it with the balance of the milk and feed it. Thus the 
linsee<l oilmeal was entirely consumed. 
l 
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6. Housing and Equipment. 
The orphan pigs were kept in the Animal Husbandry Section Laboratory, 
a small steam-heated building having a feed room 25x3G feet, with concrete 
floor. Each group of pigs was kept in small pens 4x5 feet. The pigs 
received plcnty of exercise, inasmuch as they wel'e allo,yed to run in the 
main part of the I·oom. 
Onc small home·made self·feeder was used in each lot. Small crocks 
about 2% inches in height and 8 inches in diameter werc used for milk· 
feeding ill the bcginning, and later on, small metal troughs 18 inches 
long, 8 inches wide, and 4 inches deep, were used. The la tter were the 
more satisfactory. 
7. F eeds Described. 
CO\\"s' Whole Milk, Pasteurized. This whole pasteurized milk was pro-
duccd on farms near the Experiment Station. It was secured from the 
College Dairy. It tested from three to four percent in fat, averaging 3.7 
percent. 
Shelled Corn, Mixed . All corn used in this experiment WflS locally 
grown, being secured from th e local elevator. It is calculated on a 14 
percent moistme basis. The grade in quality would be No.2 to 3. 
Meat Meal Tankage, 60 Percent. This was Armour's 60 percent protein 
Meat Meal Tankage. 
Block Salt. Pressed white block salt was used. It came from th e 
Morton Salt Company, Chicago, Illinois. 
Casein, Commercial. Purchased from E . H. Sargent & Company, 
Chicago, Illinois, being thc ordinary casein prepared from milk. It con· 
tains apP,'oximately 80 percent protein. '1'his casein is grannlar in fOl'1l1 
:lnd CI'C:lm in color. It mixes fairly well in milk, altho not so well as the 
blood flour. 
B lood Meal. '1'his was practically a blood flour, being a fine powder. 
It was plll'chased from Armour & Company, Chicago, Illinois, It is a 
very dark red in color [md suspends very well in milk, making a I'eddish 
brown solution. It was very satisfactory for feeding, due to the fact 
that it mixed so readily with milk, The blooe1 meal runs Vel,), high in 
protein, but is very low in mineral matter. 
Linseed Oilmcal, Old Process. This came to liS from the Midland 
Linseeel Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota. '1'his is a good stnnc1al'Cl, old 
pl'ocess, linseed oihneal. 
'l'ABLE XII~CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF F EEDS 
Analyses by W . G, Gaessler Ilnd associates of Chemistry Section 
Nitrogen 
Dry Crude free Crude Fat 
matter protein extl'act fiber 
Shelled corn , 14 percent moisture 
basis 
- -- -- -- --- - ---- -- -- ---- --- 86.00 9 .34 68 .79 1. 95 4. 25 
Meat 1119111 tankage _____ _________ 93.59 59 .8l 4.73 3.62 8 .08 
Casein , commercia] --------- - ---- 93 .35 80. 99 7.19 1. 53 0.45 
Blood meal - ---- -- -- -- -- ----- - - --- 91.40 86.42 1.94 0,63 0, 28 
IAn secd oilmeal 
- -- - ----- ---- - -- ---
91.71 36.21 33 .89 8 .71 7. 34 
Cows' milk* 
- - - - - -- -- -- ---- -- -- ---
13 ,00 3,60 4.94 0.00 3 .74 
Ash 
1.68 
17, 35 
3 .19 
2.13 
5 .56 
.72 
*Figures computed from Babcock' s analysis . Our analysis calculated on a 3 ,7 
percent fut basis-analyses by Dairy Department of TOlra St a te College, and other 
nutrients calculated from E ckles analyses. 
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SERIES I - DISCUSSION OF EXPERJ]J![ENTA D RESULTS 
FIRST THIRTY DAYS 
From the res u.1ts of the first 30 days, the important monthly 
period for orphan pigs, as reported in table No. XIII, it will be 
seen that the average daily gains ranged from 0.497 pound in 
the case of Lot III, " three percent casein", the greatest gaining 
lot, to 0.313 pound in case of Lot VI, " one percent linseed oil 
meal ", the least gaining lot. It will also be seen that the lots 
r eceiving the highest protein supplement in all cases excelled 
those lots of lesser amounts, whi.le the whole milk lots (check ) 
stood in a medium position. Perhaps on e reason why th e three 
per cen t lots did better, was beca use they wer e given more calories 
per feed. 
Th e average dail y feed consumed per pig varied from 0.721 
pound in Lot VII "three percent linseed oilmeal " to 0.541 
pound in case of Lot VI, "one percent lin seed oilmeal", which 
wer e respectively the highest and lowest feed consuming' lots. 
Here again vve find the three percent lots at the top, while the 
on e percent lots are at the bottom. Th e check pigs are again 
in a medium position. 
'l'he additional protein feed given apparently made the feed 
consumption greater in the case of the three percent lots, which 
would be expected unless the pigs of the other lots ate a greater 
amount of shelled corn, tankage and bJock salt from the self-
feeder. However, this did not happen , and the pigs receiving 
three percent allowances also ate more shelled corn , tankage and 
block salt, with one exception , and that was in the case of Lot 
J, "check lot " . Could it be that the additional dry feed given 
the lots, in the form of protein modifier added to mi.lk, stimulated 
their appetites Dr developed greater capacity so that they were 
able to hmldle greater amounts of shelled COrll, tankage and 
block salt ~ 
In considering the feed required for 100 pounds gain, it is 
r evealed that the lots receiving a three percent protein supple-
ment, with the exception of the three percent linseed oilmeal 
lot, made more economical gain s. The variation r anged from a 
feed requirement of 127.95 pounds of feed for 100 pounds of 
gain in the case of Lot III , "three per cent casein ", to 183.22 
pounds in the case of Lot VII, "three percent linseed oilmeal". 
In this r espect, also, the three percent lots showed up more favor-
ably than the one percent lots . A characteristic thing about the 
three percent oilmeal lots was that these pigs became very 
paunchy and fat, but did not develop growthiness and lar ge 
bone as did the other pigs. 
All the pigs, without exception, were thrifty and vigorous. 
They had very keen appetites, were always extremely eager at 
I 
- ---c----.,.. '~ 
TABLE XIII- PROTEIN MODIFICA'l'ION OF OOWS' MILK- SERIES I 
Experimental results- Fi rst 30 days. Oct . 14 to Nov. 13 , 1919. 
Eight lots of two pigs each. 
_._-----------_.-._---- ._-------- -=-------.------
Average ini ti al weight _________________________________ _ _ 
Average fin al weight ___________________________________ . 
Average daily gain per pig ____________________________ _ 
Avcrage. daily feed consnmed per pig: Shelled CO'l'll ______________________________ _ __________ • 
*Oows' whole ·milk (natnra]) ________________________ . 
Oows' whole milk (grain dry matter 90% basi s) __ . o a sein _________________ __________________________ ___ _ _ 
Blood meaL ___ _____________________ ________________ __ 
Lot I 
who le 
mi lk 
(check) 
9.30 
21.97 
.422 
.269 
2 .3'25 
.336 
~~~r~!fK~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~: I --------:~~~ 
To tal ________ ____ __ ________________ __ ____________ _ 
Average daily feed consnmed per 100 lbs. liveweight __ . 
Fee<! reauired for 100 lbs. gain: 
Shelled corn ___________ . _____________________________ . 
'Oows ' whole milk (natura]) _____________ ___________ . 
Oo\\'s' whole milk {grain dry matter 90% basisl __ . Oasein ___________ _____ ____ ___ ________________________ _ 
Blood mea L _________________ _______________________ _ 
Linseed oil meaL __ ____________________________ ____ __ _ 
Mea t meal tan kage ____ . ___________________ __ ______ __ 
Block sal L ________ . ___________ . _____________________ . 
To tal _____________ _________________ ___ ____ _______ _ 
.655 
4.675 
63.72 
500.73 
79. 55 
11.00 
.79 
155.11 
Lot II 
1% 
casein 
9.30 
20.70 
.380 
.160 
2.325 
.336 
.029 
.048 
.004 
.577 
4. 345 
42.11 
611. 84 
88 .33 
7 .65 
12.72 
1.01 
151.93 
Lot III 
3% 
casein 
8.63 
23 .53 
.497 
.185 
2.3'25 
Lot IV 
1% 
blood 
meal 
8 .90 
18.50 
.320 
.117 
2.325 
Lot V 
3% 
blood 
meal 
8. 00 
2l.6;; 
.4E5 1 
.145 
2.325 
:g~~ ------- -~~~~ I--------:~~ 
.0231 .070 
. 004 .00-2 
.636 
4.572 
37.25 
468 .12 
67.62 
17 .55 
.553 
4.578 
36 .61 
726.56 
104.90 
.082 
.003 
.648 
4 .924 
31.76 
510.99 
73 .81 
8 .72 I 18.40 
4.70 
.84 
127.95 
21.87 
.52 
172 .66 
17.90 
.5j 
142.45 I 
Lot VI Lot VII Lot VIII 
1% 3% Whole 
lin seed linsced milk 
oil oil (special 
meal mcal check ) 
--------
8.10 7. 95 8.70 
17.50 19.75 20.20 
.313 .393 .383 
.100 .160 .187 
2.325 2.325 2.29'2 
.336 .336 .331 
------------
.064 .168 
------------
.038 .053 .033 
.003 .004 .003 
.541 .721 .55<1 
4.696 5.939 4.285 
31.91 40 .59 44 .83 
742.03 591.11 597 .83 
107.18 85 .38 86.35 
------ ------------ -----------
------------ -----------
20.48 42. 83 
----- ------ -
12. 23 13.35 8.70 
.80 1.06 .78 
172.61 183.22 144.57 
*00W8' whole milk on natural basis not includec1 in calculations of tota~s. However, cows' whole milk reduced to grain dry matter basis is 
added in; thiS puts the figures on a comparable basis. 
II>-
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'l'ABLE XIV- PROTEIN MODIFIOA'l'ION OF OOWS' MILK- SERIES 
Experimental Results-Fiual 20 Days. Kov. 13·Dec. 3, 1919. 
Eight Lots of 'l' wo Pigs Each 
Average in iti al weigh t ______ ___ ____________________ __ __ __ _ 
Average fin al weigh t- __________________________________ _ 
Average daily gain per pig ___ __ ____ ____ __________ ___ ___ . 
Average daily feed consumed per pig: 
Silelled corn __ _____ ______ . __ _ 
'Oows' whole milk (na.tural) _________________________ . 
Oows' whole m ilk (grain dry matter 90% hasi s) __ _ . Oasein ________________________________________________ _ 
Blood meaL ______ __________ ____ __________________ ___ _ 
L in seed oil meaL _________ __ __________________________ _ 
Meat meal tankage __________________ ___ _____ ____ ___ _ 
Block sal t __________ __ _______________________________ _ 
Lot I 
Whole 
milk 
(cheek) 
21.97 
38.70 
.837 
.968 
3.000 
.433 
.255 
.003 
1.659 
Average daily feed consumed per 100 lbs. liveweight. ___ 5 .668 
Feed required for 100 Ibs . gain : 
8he]1ed corn ____________ ___ _________________ __ ______ __ 115.72 
'Cows' whole milk (natural)__________________________ 3"8.53 
Oows' whole milk (grain dry matter 90% basis)_ __ 51.78 Oasein ________________ __ _______________ __ _________________________ _ 
~~~f~=1f~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J::::::~6:;g-
198.28 
Lot II Lot III Lot IV 
1% 3% 1% 
casein casein blood 
meal 
----
20.70 23.53 18.50 
35.00 37.00 31.50 
.715 .674 .6,0 
.761 .69'2 .615 
3.000 2.950 3.000 
.433 .426 .433 
.038 .111 
------------
.038 
.190 --------:i3SI--------:233 
.001 .002 .002 
1.423 1.369 1.321 
5.095 4.580 5.176 
106.36 102.78 94.M 
419.58 438.01 461.54 
60.59 63.25 66.65 
5 .24 16.43 ------------
5.77 
------------,------------
26.57 1 20.42 35.77 
.17 .33 .31 
198.93 203.21 203.04 
Lot V 
3% 
blood 
meal 
21.6; 
35 .50 
.693 
.704 
3.000 
.433 
------._ ----
.113 
--------- ---
.196 
.002 
1.448 
5.030 
101.59 
433.21 
62.56 
--.--------
16.25 
-----~:-:: -I 
._--.. --
Lot VI Lot VII Lot VIII 
1% 3% Whole 
linseed linseed milk 
oil oil (special 
meal meal check) 
----
19. 75 1 20.20 
34,00 34.50 
17.50 
30 .,,0 
.650 .713 ' .715 
. 561 .603 .R37 
3.0001 3.000 
.433 .433 
3.000 
.433 
--------:083 
.248 
------------
.130 .131 .lS1 
.003 .003 .002 
1.200 1.418 1.453 
5 .106 5.267 5.978 
84.81 84 .88 117.03 
461.54 421. 05 419.58 
66.65 (iO.81 60.59 
--- --- --------- --
-----------
12.69 34.74 
------------
20.00 18.42 11. 36 
.42 .35 .24 
184.57 199.20 189.22 
*Co"'S' whole milk on natural basis not included in calculatjons of tota's. Howe"er, cows' whole mi lk reduced to grain dry matter basis is 
added in: this puts the figures on a COm l)arable basis. 
..,. 
a> 
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feeding time and, exeept for the three percent oilmeal .lot alld 
the special check lot, all pigs cleaned up their feed in rapid 
order. 
During' this period, judging from general appearance, no 
differentiation could be made as to which lots were showing up 
to the best advantage. In Lot I there was only one pig and since 
this one was the best pig of the experiment at the beginning 
and continued to maintain this high position, the chances in 
favor of this lot were marked, especially so since the lot was 
fig'ured on a two pig basis. 
The hair of the linseed oilmeal lots was especia],)y dense and 
glossy; however, the lots receiving protein modification by casein 
and blood meal also had hair that ,,,as dense, smooth and glossy, 
but in a somewhat less degree. Lot I (whole milk) had the 
most sparsely covered coat, altho in fineness and smoothness, 
it was on a pal' with the other lots. 
The feces or these pigs showed only slight variation, mostly 
in color. For instance, the lots receiying milk modified by 
casein excreted light colored feces, the oil meal lots excreted 
grayish colored feces, while the blood meal lots voided dark 
colored feces. 
SECOND TWENTY DAYS 
Due to a disease resembling pneumonia, altho Hot diagnosed 
abso.lutely and definitely, which developed among the pigs dnr-
ing the second period, the records prcsented cover only 20 days 
of the second 30-day period. Beyond the 20 days of this second 
period there were but few pigs alive, consequently reliable data 
are available only on the 20-day and 50-day bases. 
When compared "'ith the order of average daily gains made 
during the first 30 days, it is noted that the check or whole 
milk lots have advanced to the top, as has a.lso the 011e percent 
casein lot. Previously the three percent lots notably occupied 
these places. 
With the exception of the one percent casein lot, the three 
percent lots are leading those receiving one percent protein 
modifier. 
It was during the second 20-day period of this experiment 
that disease played havoc with the pigs. 
The pigs, which died during the second 30 days of the experi-
ment are indicated in table XV. 
Tab-Ie XV, however, does not indicate the severity of the dis-
ease, because not only were the pigs affected as indicated by 
the list of deaths, but not one pig of the entire experiment could 
be pronounced sound and healthy. While it would seem by a 
superficial examination that the pigs were in good health and 
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'L'ABLE XV- RE CORD OF PIGS SUC- condition, a more thoro examin-
-cUMBING '1'0 DISEASE 
---1----
Lot I _____ No deaths during 
period but one 
death at outset 
Left 
in Jot 
of experiment ___ 1 pig 
Lot II ____ l death ____________ 1 pig 
Lot III ___ No (leaths ________ 2 pigs 
Lo t IV ___ _ No death s ________ 2 pigs 
Lot V ______ NO' d,'aths __ ______ 2 pigs 
Lot VL ___ No deaths ________ 2 pigs 
Lot VIL __ 2 deaths __________ 0 pigs 
Lo~ VIII __ '!..dea th s -==-=--- 0 pigs 
ation r evealed the fact that the 
disease had g'otten a grip on all 
pigs. Later on, before the close 
of the 90-day period, only two 
pigs remained alive. 
The symptoms manifested 
themselves in spasm-like spells 
in which the pigs wou,ld reel 
backwards, drop to the floor and 
kick vigorously with all fours; 
this was associated with vigorous 
gasping and frothing', sometimes marked hemorrhage at the 
mouth, and in all cases apparent dyspnea. 
Condition and vigor gave no indication of the absence or pres-
ence of the disease, because many times the best looking pigs, so 
far as thrift and condition were concerned, were the pigs to suc-
cumb most rapidly. On the other hand, a few pigs were very 
weak and lingered a considerable time before they died. This 
was noted in case of the pig in Lot IV. The pig in Lot II showed 
a great deal of resistance, having lingered for about two weeks. 
In the heavy three percent oilmeal lot (Lot VII ), however, the 
pigs died very suddenly. 
All dead pigs were conveyed to the Veterinary Division for 
autopsy and the clinic r eports give the diagnosis as "pyemia", 
and" tentative" pneumonia, but yet the symptoms shown before 
death were not of pneumonia. 
While in most cases tentative pneumonia was pronounced as 
the diagnosis, the Veterinary Division at the same time, ob-
served that the disease was differ ent from anything it had 
previously observed, being an atypical pneumonia. In this con-
nection it is of interest to note the r ecent observations of Steen-
bock, Sell and Buell (55 ) who conducted experimental tests upon 
rats involving the fat soluble A vitamin. They say: 
"In addition to the inflammation of the eyes, we have observed 
in many animals large ancl small, an apparent resistance to infection 
of the eyes, even t hough continually exposed by ~ olltact to severely 
infected animals, all on a fat soluble vitamine-free ration . In sucll 
inrlivicluals an enophthalmia 01' a 'small eyed condition' is frequently 
observed. The eyeballs are not 'beacled' as in normal mts, but 
appeal' small and sunken in the orbital cavity. Many of these 
individua ls succumb to respiratory infections, in fact we have been 
led to think that possibly a certain immunity to infection of the eyes 
is thus conferred. 
, 'The incidence of respiratory infections as pm·t of the syndrome 
induced by fat solubl e vitamin deficiency was described by Mc-
Collum (56) in his early work. It may consist, as we have obseI'ved, 
of a nasal 01' bronchial catarrh or even pulmonary infection with 
mucous or purulent exudate, a t times even resulting in hemorrhage. 
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Animals thus afflicted in the early stages of the c1isease sneeze and 
cough violently, but later as the inflammation becomes confinec1 more 
to the lungs, the cough subsic1es ancl c1yspnea becomes very pro-
nouncec1 with the slightest activity. Such animals fail very rapidly 
anc1 even with the introc1uction of fat soluble vitamin in the l'ation 
rarely show normill growth subsequently." 
'rhey further say that "the sudden death of one individual 
is not reassuring, as pulmonary infections carry off some indi-
viduals on a fat-soluble vitamin poor diet without premonitory 
symptoms in the course of a few days." 
Since our experiment in this orphan pig test was conducted 
during the fall and winter months there might be ground for 
suspicion of a fat-soluble deficiency. However, it would seem 
that the buttee fat contained in one quart of milk daily would 
be sufficient to prevent the appearance of the characteristic de-
ficiency disease, even tho the vitamin potency was considerably 
lowered on account of seasonable variatioll. Furthermore, 
mixed corn was fed, alld it is known that fat soluble A vitamin 
wou.ld be secured fl'om the yellow corn in the mixture. 
'l'hat the trouble with-the pigs as mentioned was due to nutri-
tional cleficiency or maladjustment is our suspicion; however, 
we do not know what the specific cause ,,\,as at this writing. 
FIF'rY-DAY PER.TOD IN ENTIRE EXPEHIMENT 
The three highest lots in point of average daily gains (table 
XVI) at the end of thc 50-day period are the same three high 
lots of the first 30-day period, altho in a different order; that 
is, Lots I, ITI, and V, for this 50-clay period, compared with 
Lots III, V, and I, at the end of the first 30 days. 'l'here was a 
regular lineup of lots, almost in a "mi.litary like" order, at 
the end of the 50 days. First, there was the check lot, which 
was followed by the theee percent lots of casein, blood meal and 
linseed oil meal, which in turn were followed by the "second 
squad" of one percent lots, led by special check milk lot, in the 
same relative order as the three percent lots. 
'l'herefore, it follows from the results based on the 50-clay 
period that in daily gains the three percent addition of protein 
supplement to the milk is to be preferred to only one percent 
addition. Noting the position of the check, Lot I, it is found, 
however, that straight milk was superior to any modification. 
'rhe special check group occupies a position between the three 
percent groups and one percent groups. Since the regular check 
lot had only one pig in it, and since this pig was the best pig 
at the beginning, results might have been different had two 
pigs been included. The results when this experiment is re-
peated will be of special interest. 
'l'he gains of these pigs for the 50 days are charted in fig. 1. 
TABLE XVI- PRo'rEIN ) lODIFICA'fION OF COWS' MILK- SERIES I 
Exper imental Results- 50-Day Period. Entin> Period Oct. H-Dec. 3, 1919 
}: ight Lots of '1'wo 'Pigs Each 
A "erage initi al weigh L . ..... . ..... . ....... .... . ... . .... . 
Average final weighL ............................. . . ... . 
Average daily gain per pig ... ....• . .... ............... _ 
Average daily feed con sumed per pig: 
Shelled corn ........... .... . ............ . . . ........ . . _ 
* 00W8' whole milk (natural) ______________ ____ __ __ __ _ 
CO\\-8 ' whole m ilk (grain dry matter 90% basis) .. _ 
Casein . .... . ... . .......................... . ..... . .... . 
Blood m eaL .... . ............................... . ... . 
Lot I 
Whole 
milk 
(check) 
9.30 
38. 70 
.588 
. 5~9 
2.595 
.375 
~~~r~:~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I ·· · ···· ·:i~~ 
Average daily feed consumed per 100 lbs . liveweight. . . 
F eecl required for WO lbs . gain: 
Shel'ed corn ....... ...... .......... . ......... . . ..... . 
*Cows' whole milk (naturan ... . ............. ..... . . _ 
Cows' whole milk {grain dry matter 90% basisL .. 
C a sci n . . ..................... .... . ....... ... . ........ . 
1.057 
5.253 
93 .32 
441.33 
63.74 
~~{f~~~t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J=== == =~~:i~' 
179.68 
Lot II Lot III Lot IV Lot V 
1% 3% 1% 3% 
casein casein blood b lood 
meal meal 
- ---
9. 30 8 .63 8.90 8.00 
35 .00 37 .00 31.50 3:;.50 
.51-1 .567 .452 .550 
.400 .388 .~16 .363 
2.595 2.575 2,595 2.595 
. 37!) . 372 .375 .375 
.032 .097 
-- - -- -- ----- --- --- - --- --
.03'2 .095 
--- ---------
.105 .069 .135 .128 
. 003 .003 .002 .002 
.915 .929 .860 .968 
4.783 4 .567 4.9-28 4.987 
77 .86 68.36 69.96 66 .93 
504. 86 453.82 574.12 471. 82 
72.92 65.45 82.9-2 68 .15 
6. 31 17 .02 
- --- ------- - ------------
7.02 17 .31 
20.~3 · · · ···i2:i6· 1 · · ··· ·29~87· --- - --- - ----23 .18 
.08 1 .60 .40 .44 
178.10 163.63 190.17 176.01 
Lot VI Lot VII Lot VIII 
1% 3% Wbole 
linseed linseed milk 
o il oil (special 
meal meal check) 
8.10 7.95 8.70 
30.50 3<1.00 3,1.50 
.448 .521 .516 
.281 .338 .438 
2.595 2.595 2 .575 
.375 .375 .312 
----- ------- - -- - ---- - --- - -------- ---
--- - ------ -- ------------ ------- -----
.072 .200 
----- --- --- -
.075 .O~ .053 
.003 .004 .003 
.806 1.001 .866 
4.9-29 5.537 4.643 
62.61 64 .82 84.84 
579 .24 498 .08 499.03 
83.66 71.94 72 .07 
-- ---------- ---- - -- -----
15.96 i~:g 1-- ----iO~i7· 16.74 
.58 .67 .48 
179.55 191.96 167.56 
"*Cows' whole miJk on natural bas-is not in cluded in calculations of tota~s. Howe\"er, cows' whole milk reduced to grain dry matter basis .i8 
added in; thi s puts the figures on a comparable basis. 
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Pig. L Average daily ga in s of pigs for fifty days_ 
Lot I consumed the most average daily feed, 1.057 pounds. 
The pig in this .10t consumed the greatest amount of corn , tank-
age and salt. 'l'he fact that Lots VII, V, and III immediately 
follow the whole milk lot would indicate that the three percent 
lots have the advantage in feed cOllsuming capacity, but it must 
be remembered that these lots r eceived additional feed in the 
form of protein" modifier" to their mille However, in a.ll three 
percent lots, except the casein , they consumed more of the self-
fed f eeds than their respective . one percent lots. 
'l'ABJ"E XVII- AVERAGE DRY FEED 'CONSUMED DAILY PER PIG 
J~ot No. ____ ___________ _ IT I T[ IV v VI vn Vln 
Sheller! corn ____ __ ______ .5~9 .400 .388 .316 .368 .281 .338 .438 
~Ieat mea l ___ ___________ .1 30 . lOr; . OGD .135 .128 .Oi5 .OS~ .053 
f-ia!t __________ __ __ _ . ____ _ ~~~ .002_ ~ .003 _ _ 'OO±_I_-.o~ 
'rotal __ ____ _____ _ .682 . 50S .460 .453 .4g8 .359 .426 .494 
Furthermorc, where linseed oilmea.l was the protein modifier, 
the consnmption of shelled corn, tankage and block salt, was 
less than th e blood meal and the casein lots. Linseed oilmeal 
furnishes a protein supplement which is much lo\yer in protein 
and higher in carbohydrates, com;equently, the n ecessity of snp-
plying a much greater amount to equal the protein of thc other 
protein modifiers, i. e., blood me~l and casein. 'l'his increased 
quantity of linseed oilmeal probably .lowered the capacity for 
the self-fed feeds. 
It is seen that Lot III (three percent caseill ) made the most 
economical gains from a standpoint of feed requirement for] 00 
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pounds of gain. Special _check lot came n ext in line and the 
three per cent blood meal lot ranked third. The three percent 
linseed oilmeal lot required the greatest amount of feed for 100 
P01Ulds gain , but the one per cent lots stood in the lower part 
of the lineup, while the check lot was third to last. 
In view of the fact that the pigs were not in normal health 
during the first 20 days of the second 30-day period, the results 
for the entire 50 days were affected by it ; hence the interpreta-
tion of the figures over this period may be subject to question. 
Since all of the pigs were affected, it is felt that the figures as 
gathered shou.ld be presented. The results should be considered 
from the standpoint of relativity. The experiment of series II 
(which see) is a repetition of this one. 
In the first experiment, the lots receiving the protein supple-
ments in the form of casein and blood meal showed a tendency 
to growthiness and development of strong bone. Lot I (whole 
milk lot ) also grew out remarkably weLl, but the special whole 
milk lot did not do quite as well in this r espect. The addition, 
however, of linseed oilmeal was apparently a slight disadvantage 
on account of the resulting lack of growthin ess and bone devel-
opmen t. rrhe pigs in J __ ot VI (three percent linseed oilmeal) had 
markedly deformed legs. The fore legs were bo'wed, the joints 
were heavy, the pasterns were weak and the toes were inclined to 
knuckle under. W e believe that the trouble was rickets, hence 
that these deformities were caused by improper nutrition. 
It is well to state that one of the pigs of Lot VI (one percent 
linseed oilmeallot) which survived the experimental period, but 
which died about four months following the cJose of it, was 
autopsied by the Veterinary Division with a diagnosis of 
rachitis. :B'rom the time the experiment closed to the death of 
the pig, the ration given this pig was shelled corn, tankage and 
corn oil cak e, hand-fed, a ration which has given quite good re-
sults on the farm where gr een feed is available. However, this 
pig had no pasture. ' 
'1'he rachitis probably had its inception in th e experimental 
feeding period since this pig was in poor health at the close of 
the experiment, r emaining in that state 'without gaining· until 
he finally died. W e believe that limited miJk alone, or milk 
modified by Jinseed oilmeal, used as supplement in this case, 
needs further balancing for best nutritional r esponse. 
Table XVIII briefly summarizes the results, taking into con-
sideration general observations, average daily gains, f eed con-
sumption and feed r equirement, and shows the r elative standin~ 
of the lots, placing the highest standing lots at the top. 
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'l'ABLE XVIII- RANKING OF LO'l'S A'l' CLOSE OF FIF'r¥ DAY PERIOD 
First __________________________ Lot III _____ _________________ _ 
Second _______________________ _ Lot 1 ________________________ _ 
Third ______ ____________________ Lot V _______ __ _______________ _ 
Fourth _______________________ Lot VIIL ____________________ _ 
Fifth __ _____ __ ___________ _____ Lot VIL ____ _________________ _ 
Sixth __________ ___ ____________ Lot II __ ____________ __ _______ _ 
Se,'enth _______________________ Lot IV __ _____________________ _ 
Eigh th _____ ___________________ Lot VL ______________________ _ 
3 P ercent casein 
Check 
3 Percent hlood mea l 
Specia.1 check 
3 Pereen t lin seed oilmeal __ 
I Percent casein 
1 Percent blood meal 
1 Percent lin seed oil meal 
'l'he outstanding points are, therefore, that the protein modi-
fiers of an animal source, namely, casein and blood meal, ex-
celled the proteins from a plant source, such as linseed oilmeal. 
Also a three percent allowance of protein modifier was ueit.w 
than a one percent allowance. Everything considered, the addi-
tion of casein seemed to have the advantage, altho thi.s was 
slight. 
SERIES II-RAI SING ORPHAN PIGS 
S econd E x periment on P1'otein Modification of Cows' Whole 
Milk 
OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT 
The objects of this experiment were the same as those of Series I 
r eported in this Bulletin, the desire b eing to obtain more results covering 
the points of the previous experiment, which experinwnt was not beyond 
question because of the diseased condition I'esulting among the experimental 
animals. 
METHODS OF EXPERIMENTATION 
l. Duration of ExpeTirnen.tal P ej·iod. 
Sa,me as Series 1. 
2. Anirnals Used. 
'l'he seven pigs used in this experiment were from the same litter and 
were separated into seven lots. The mother of these pigs died and they 
were placed upon experiment soon after. '£he pigs were purebred '£am-
worths, having been sired by College Hill Premier and out of a purebred 
'£amworth sow. She was farrowed April 1, 1916. 
At th e time the experiment started, the condition of these pigs was good, 
They were all in a splendid state of health and thriftiness. Upon the day 
the experiment started these pigs were 18 days old. The sire an(l dam of 
t.he pigs were immune to hog cholera. 
Previous to fan-owing, the sow was well fed, having received a combina-
tion of grains on rape and bluegrass pasture in addition to tankage and 
salt. After farrowing, she received corn, tankage and block salt on I'ape 
pasture. 'l'his sow was sucklin g well at the time of her death. 
3. Allotrnent ConsideTations. 
Same as Series 1. 
4. Rations F ed and How. 
Same as Series I, excepting that all pigs received two pounds of milk 
for first thirty days. There were only seven lots of pigs in this series 
since only one check lot was run in place of two in Series 1. 
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5. Met/IUds of Feeding. 
Same as Series I. 
6. Housing and Equipment. 
Same as Series I, with the exception that each pig was kept in a 
separate pen about, 12x4 feet, enclosed by wire panels. 
7. Feeds DescTibed. 
Same as Series I, with the exception that a Ilew shipment of casein was 
used from the 50th to the 60th day of the experiment, and the shelled eol'1l 
used was from the 1920 crop. 
Nitrogen 
Dry Cmde free Crude Fat Ash 
matter protein extract fibre 
Shelled corn (1920 crop) ______ 89 .07 ro.~ m.~ 2.U 4.M 1.D 
Casein (2nd shipmcnt) _____ __ 1.:3.21 82.11 N.D.' N.D. N.D. N.D. 
'K .D. - Not Determined. 
SEllIES II- DISCUSSION OF' EXPElUMENr['AD RESULTS 
FIRST SIXTY DAYS-ENTIRE MILK-FED PERIOD 
III our swine practice we have followed the policy of weanillg' 
all pigs at 60 days_ '1'herefore, in the orphan pig work it was 
deemed advisable to follow similar practice, consequently the 
experiments covered a 60-day milk-fed period. Table XIX 
covers the 60 days of the experiment ,,-hich represents the entire 
milk or modified milk-fed period. 
In scrutinizing the table covering the 60-day period it is 
found that the two casein lots led in average daily gains, the 
three percent lot making a gain of 0.888 pound, alld the one 
percent lot making 0.850 pound, while in average daily feeit 
consumed per pig, the casein lots also showed a greater COIl-
sumption, the aIle percent casein lot consumed 1.703 ponllcls, 
and the three percent casein lot, 1.691 pounds per day. How-
ever, in considering the feed required for 100 pounds of gain, 
it is found that the casein J.ots did not utilize their feed as ef.-
ficiently as did some of the other lots. rrhe three percent casein 
lot was second in feed requirement to Lot V (three p()r~PJlt 
blood meal) which made 100 pounds of gain on 185.82 pounds 
of feed, whereas it required 190.29 pounds of feed to produce 
the same gain in the case of the former lot. The one percent 
casein fed lot required 202.40 pounds per 100 pounds of gain, 
which was about three pounds more efficient than the least 
efficient lot of the experiment, name.ly: Lot VII (three percent 
oilmeal), which required 205.38 pounds. 
'1'he gains of these pigs for the first 60 days are charted ill 
fig. 2. 
TABLE XIX- PROTEIN MODIFICA'l'ION OF COWS' WHOLE MILK- SERIES II 
Experimental Results- F irst 60 Days. Sept. 30-:',ov. 29, 19'20 
Seven Lots of One Pig Each 
A "cragc ini ti aJ weighL __________ ___ __ ______ ____ __ __ __ ___ __ _______ __ _ _ 
Average fin al weighL ______ ___ ___________________ ____ ___ _____ ___ __ __ _ 
AYerage daily gain per pig _______ ____ _______________ __ _______ ______ _ 
AYcrage d ai ly feed consumed per pig: Shelled COrlL __ __ ______ ________________ ____________________ ___ _ ___ _ 
*Cows ' whole milk (n a tura!) _____________ ____ ___ _______ __ __ ___ ___ _ 
Lot I 
1\hole 
milk 
(ch eck) 
----
9 .5 
55.8 
. 772 
.902 
2.50 
.361 
Lot II 
1% 
cas ::: in 
10.2 
61.2 
.850 
Cow~' whole milk (grain clry matter 90% basisl _______________ _ 
~{~f~~fr:1f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~F==== = ==~f 
1.086 
2.50 
.361 
.031 
.22fl 
.000 
Average claily feed consumed per ]00 lbs . liyeweighL ______________ _ 
Feed req uired for 100 lbs. gain: 
Sheiled corll ________________________________ ___________________ ___ " 
*('ows ' whole milk (n atura!) ___ _____________ ____ ________ ____ __ ___ _ 
Cows' whole milk (grain clry matter 90% basisl ___ ____________ _ 
CR sein _______________ ____________ ___________________ ____ ___________ . 
Blood meltL ___ __________ _____________________ ________ __ _____ ____ _ 
Jiinspccl oil mea L _________________________________________________ _ 
~rpa t m ea 1 tall kage _______ ________________ __ __ ___ ________ ___ _____ . 
Block s al t ______________ _________ ___ _______ ___ __________________ __ _ 
1.J9i 
5.448 
116.89 
323.9i 
46 .80 
30 .24 
.Oi 
1. 703 
5.429 
12i.71 
294.12 
42.49 
3.68 
26.H 
.05 
194.00 I 202.40 
Lot III Lot IV I ,ot V 
3% 1% 3% 
casein blood blood 
meal meal 
7.70 10.0 7.50 
61.00 53 .50 5-l . ;)O 
.888 .725 . i Sh 
1.035 .735 .818 
2.50 2. 50 2.00 
.361 .361 .361 
.094 
------- -- -- - -- - ---------
.031 .002 
---- -- ------
.200 .283 .183 
.001 .000 .000 
1.691 1.410 1.45-l 
5.65i 4.934 5.4iS 
116.51 101.31 lO~.47 
281.43 3·14. 83 319.15 
40.66 49.82 46.11 
10.55 
----- ---- --- -----------
4.24 l1.iS 
- - ---- - ----------- -----------
22.51 39 .08 23 .40 
.06 .07 .06 
190.29 200.40 1 ,~.i .82 
Lot VI Lot VII 
1'70 3% 
linseed linseed 
oil oil 
meal meal 
S.OO 7.50 
55.00 56.50 
.783 .817 
.874 .893 
2.50 2.50 
.361 .361 
- - ---- ------
-- --------- -
.069 .207 
.208 .217 
.000 .001 
1.512 1.679 
5.709 6.075 
111.,,1 109.35 
319.1') 306.12 
46.11 44 .22 
-- - ------ - -
--------- - - -
8.81 25.31 
26.60 26.53 
.05 .Oi 
193.08 205.38 
*"Cows' wl10le milk natural basis not included in calculations of totals. Ho\reyer , cows' ,-..-hole .milk reducer} to grai n dry matter basis is 
added in; thi s puts the figures on a comparable basIs . 
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Pig. 2. Average cIa ily ga in s of pigs for s ixty days. 
'1'he oilmeal fed pigs, both one percent and three percent lots, 
in average daily gains and daily feed consumed per pig, out-
ranked the blood meal fed pigs, while the check lot pig was close 
to the bottom in relative standing. 
In feed requirement, however, the three percent blood meal 
check pig came into the foremost position, while the three per-
cent casein lot was next to it in efficiency of feed utilization. '1'he 
representative casein and oilmeal lots were less efficient than 
the blood meal fed pigs, while the check lot occupied an average 
position in feed required for 100 pounds of gain. 
At the end of the GOth day, all pigs appeared to be in excel-
lent state of health, thrift and vigor. '1'hey had keen appetites 
and cleaned up their feed in short order. For the first few days, 
at the outset of the experiment, the pigs getting one percent 
and three percent oilmeal and three percent casein allowances, 
did not take all their feed, however, in a few days, all lots 
cleaned up their feed without delay. 
In abundance of long sleek hair, the casein lots lead, followed 
by the check lot, which in turn was followed by the light fed 
oilmeal and blood meal lots. Lot V (three percent blood meal) 
pig apparently had a shorter and more tough coat of hair, whi.le 
the three percent oilmea.l pig did not have quite as abundant a 
coat as the other lots. Th e casein lots excelled in smoothness of 
coat covering, followed by the blood meal lots, with the Jinseed 
oilmeal lots occupying the last places in this respect. 
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In general appearance, which includes smoothness, uniform-
ity, arch of backs, straight and strong pasterns, they ranked as 
foJ.lows: Lot II (one percent casein) ; Lot III (three percent 
casein) ; Lot V (three percent blood meal) ; Lot IV (one percent 
blood meal ) ; Lot I (check); Lot VI (one percent linseed oil-
meal ); and Lot VII (three percent linseed oilmeal). The oil-
meal fed pigs were somewhat paunchy, the three percent lot 
being the most paunchy, and apparently in higher condition 
than the other lots. 
THIRD 'l'HIRTY DAY PERIOD-FINAL CHECK PERIOD 
During this period the milk feeding was discontinued, hence 
the pigs received only those feeds given in the self-feeder. '1'his 
period, therefore, serves as a check to note the effects of previous 
feed treatment. 
By noting the average daily gains during this period, as cov-
ered by table XX it is seen that there is a rise in the standing 
of the one percent lots and a corresponding drop in the three 
percent lots, when considered on a relative basis, while the check 
.lot remained in approximately the same position. In every case 
the one percent allowances outgained the three percent allow-
ances. There is, however, not a great deal of difference between 
the two extremes, which are Lot II (one percent casein), 1.360 
pounds, and Lot V (three percent blood meal), 1.033 pounds. 
In feed required for 100 pounds of gain, the one percent pro-
tein modified lots are in every case leading the three percent 
lots, while the check lot is in the middle position. Contrary to 
expectations the oilmeal pigs made more efficient use of their 
feed during the last 30-day period. The highly efficient protein 
supplements from animal sources have lost their advantage as 
compared with the oilmeal protein. It must be borne in mind, 
however, that these pigs all received the same feeds during this 
period, namely, shelled corn, tankage and block salt. Since the 
pigs which were previously given a milk modified with oilmeal 
have come to the fore, it suggests that the oil meal modification 
may have retarded their development and lowered the efficiency 
of feed utilization as noted previously, but that when they re-
ceived the same feeds as the other pigs, they compensated for 
the drawbacks of previous treatment. In noting the effect of 
previous feed treatment, it is seen that when all animals are 
put on a check ration, the tendency is to reach an equilibrium. 
WATER RECORD DISCUSSED 
The water record from the 50th to 60th day of the experiment 
. showed the pigs to have drunk from 0.85 pound to 1.125 pound 
'I'ABLE XX-PRO'l'EIN MODIFIOA'ITON OF COWS' WHOLE MILK- SERIES II 
Experimental Results-'l'hird 30 Days-Check Period. Nov. 29·Dec. 29, 19"20 
Seven Lots of One Pig Each 
Average initi al weight- _____________________________________________ _ 
A yerage fin a 1 weigh L ______________________________________________ _ 
Average daily gain per pig ___________________ __ ____________________ . 
Average daily feed consumed per pig: Silelled corn ___________________________________________________ ___ . 
*00 W8' wh ole mi!k (n a tu ra1) _____________________________________ " 
Cows' whole milk (grain dry matter 00% basis) _______________ . Casein _________________________________________ ___________________ _ 
Blood m eal ______________________ ______________________________ __ _ 
Linseed oi ImeaL _________________________________________________ _ 
Mea t mea I tankage _______________________________________ ___ ___ _ 
Block saIL _____ _ 
Average dai ly feed consumed per 100 Ibs. live\reighL _____________ _ 
"Feed r eq uired for ]00 Ibs. gain: Shel'ed corn _____________________________________________________ _ 
*Oows' wll01e mi1k (na tura 1)----- ____________________________ ___ _ 
Cows' whole milk (grain dry matter 90% basis) ______________ _ Casein _________________ ___________________________________________ _ 
Blood mea L _____________________________________________________ _ 
Linseed oil meaL __ __ ___________________ __ ________________________ _ 
Mea t meal tankage _____________________________________________ _ 
Block sal L __________________ _____ _______ _________________ __ _____ _ 
Lot I 
Whole 
mi lk 
(check) 
5').80 
90.20 
1.147 
3.0"24 
-----
-----
- --
.517 
.008 
3 .549 
4.985 
263.72 
45.06 
.66 
309.44 
Lot II 
1% 
casein 
61.20 
102.00 
1.360 
3.391 
------------
------------
--- ---_ .. _---
.650 
.008 
4.049 
4.966 
249.36 
47 .79 
.56 
297.71 
Lot III 
3% 
casein 
----
61.00 
93.80 
1.093 
3.174 
------------
------------
--- ---- -----
.583 
.041 
3.771 
4.786 
290.30 
53 .35 
1.29 
344.94 
Lot IV 
1% 
blood 
meal 
53.50 
88 .20 
1.157 
2.840 
.. _----------
------------
------------
.700 
.007 
3.547 
5.107 
245.56 
60.52 
.59 
306.67 
Lot V 
30/0 
blood 
meal 
54.50 
85.20 
1.0"23 
2 .940 
------------
------------
------------
.583 
.005 
3.528 
5 .11S 
287.33 
5L·00 
.50 
344. 83 
Lot VI 
1'70 
linseea 
oil 
mcal 
55 .00 
93 .30 
1.277 
2.857 
------------
------------
------------
.550 
.001 
3.408 
4.665 
223.76 
43.08 
.08 
266 .9"2 
Lot VII 
3% 
lInseed 
oil 
meal 
56.50 
91.70 
1.173 
3.290 
-------------
------------
------------
.583 
.002 
3 .875 
5 .132 
280.48 
49.72 
.15 
330.35 
*Oows' whole milk natural basis not included in calculations of total s . Howm'er. cows' whole milk reduced to grain dry matter basis is 
-added in; this ]Juts the figures on a comll arable basis. 
!l>-
00 
0 
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of water daily, pel' animal. The lots are gwen 111 Ol'der of 
greatest daily consumptioll. 
Lot I -Check ................ . ........... 1.125 pounds 
Lot VJI- 3 Percent oilmeal .... . ............ 1.125 pounds 
Lot III -3 Pel'cent casein ................... ] .075 pounds 
Lot V -3 Percent blood meal. ........... . ... 1.075 pounds 
Lot VI -1 Percent oilmeal ...... . .......... 1.025 pounds 
Lot II -1 Percent casein .............. . ..... 975 pounel 
Lot IV -1 Percent blood meal .... . ......... .850 pound 
'1'he above table shows that the lots receiving three percent 
of protein supplement drank more than the one percent fed 
lots. One may consider these figures as representing a low con-
sumption of water, but it must be remembered that each lot 
received three pounds of cows' whole milk daily in addition to 
the water consumed. In this three pounds there is carried 2.61 
pounds of water to the pig daily. 
ENTIRE NINETY DAYS OF EXPERIMENT 
From an observation of table XXI, covering the entire ex-
perimental feeding period, it may be noted that the orphan pigs 
made an average daily gain ranging from 0.863 pound in the 
case of Lot V (three percent hlood meal), the least gaining lot, 
to 1.020 pounds in case of Lot II (one percent casein), the great-
est gaining lot, ,,,hich when the ages of the pigs and the artificial 
methods employed are considered, is an encouraging showing' 
for orphan pig raising. The check pig made an average daily 
gain during the period of 0.897 pound. 
There ,vas very little variation in the feed consuming ability 
of the extreme lots; however, in the amount of feed required to 
make 100 pOUJ1ds gain, the one percent lots lead the three per-
cent lots, the one percent oilmeal Jot ' ranking first. The check 
pig showed efficient utilization of its feed, and is outranked ollly 
by the one percent oilmea1 lot. 
It is intel'e::;ting to note that while the casein lots lead in 
average daily gains and are the leaders in average dai.ly feed 
consumed per pig, at the same time the one percent oilmeal and 
check lots made somewhat more efficient use of the feed con-
sumed when we consider the gains put on. 
As a summary of the experimental results noted at the close 
of the experiment, it should be stated that all lots grew wen; 
they were healthy and thrifty, demonstrating that orphan pigs 
of their age can be raised successfully. All lots had keen appe-
tites, they were eager at feeding time and were very active in 
reducing the contents of the self-feeder. 
In this experiment the protein modification that showed up 
the best was the one percent, or light fed, in every case. The 
casein Jots stood out above the other lots, showing better gains, 
and in conformation appeared smoother and more uniform 
'.fABLE XXI-PRO'rEIN MODIFICA'l'ION OF COWS' WHOLE lI1ILK-l:iERJES II 
Experimental Results- First 90 Days. Sept . 30·Dec . 29, 1920 
Seven 'Lots of One Pig Each 
Average initi a l weigh t ______________________________ __ _____________ -_. 
Average fin al weigh L __________________________________________ ___ __ . 
Average daily gain per pig _________________________________________ . 
Average daily feed consumed per pig: Shelled corn __ _____ ___________________ __ __________________________ . 
'Cows' whole m ilk (natural) ___________ . __________________________ . 
Cows' whole milk (grain clry matter 90% basis) _______________ . 
C asei n ____________________________________________________________ _ 
Blood meaL _____________________________________________________ _ 
Lot I 
Whole 
milk 
(cbeck) 
9 .50 
90.20 
.897 
1.609 
1.667 
.241 
i1~n;~e;;'e~ \1 ~:~~iige--:--: ~ _-_-_-_-:_-~_-: ~ :_-_-_-_-:~~ ~_-::::::~: ~_-~ _-~::: ~~~_-~ I - -- -----: 328 
Block <"". .003 
Average daily feed consumed per 100 lbs. liveweight ___ . ___________ . 
Feed required for 100 Ibs. gain: Shellecl corn __________________________________________________ ___ _ 
'Cows' whole milk (naturaI) ______________________ __ ____________ _ 
Cows' whole milk (grain dry matter 90% basis) ______________ _ Casein ____________________________________________________________ . 
Blood meaL ________________ ____________________________ ______ . __ _ 
2.181 
5.188 
li9.48 
185 .87 
26.85 
Lot II 
1% 
casein 
10.20 
102.00 
1.0'20 
1.854 
1.667 
.24l 
.0'21 
---
.367 
.003 
2.486 
3.167 
181. 78 
163.40 
23.61 
2.04 
Lot III 
3% 
casein 
7.70 
93.80 
.957 
1. 748 
1.667 
.2<1 
.063 
------------
------------
.328 
.005 
2.385 
5.161 
182.73 
174.22 
25.17 
6.53 
~~~t~:f~~~~'~~_~~~~-~~~~~~-~:-~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~= I --- ---36:~~-I------35:~~-I------3!:~g-
2J3.21 243.65 2J9.22 
Lot IV Lot V 
1% 3% 
blood blood 
meal menl 
10.00 7.50 
88 .20 85.20 
.809 .863 
1.436 1.526 
1.667 1.667 
.241 .241 
------------
.021 .06'2 
------------
.422 .317 
.002 .002 
2 .12'2 ~.148 
5.031 5.274 
165.32 176.72 
191.82 193.05 
27.71 27.89 
"----------- ----------- -
2.36 7.12 
------------
48.59 36 .68 
.30 .23 
244.28 248.f\.I 
Lot VI Lot VII 
1% 3% 
linsC<'d linseed 
oil oil 
meal meal 
8.00 7.50 
93 .30 91.70 
.9J8 .936 
1.534 1.692 
1.667 1.667 
.241 .241 
------------ ------------
------------ ------------
.046 .138 
.322 .339 
.001 .001 
~.144 2.411 
5.102 5.531 
161.90 180.89 
lio .B.'> 178.15 
25.40 25.74 
------------ ----- ------
.---- -------- ------------
4.85 14.73 
34.00 36 .22 
.06 .10 
226.21 2.07 .68 
'Cows' whole milk natural basis not included in ca lculations of totals. Howeyer. cows' whole milk r educed to grain dry matter basis is 
added in; this puts the figures on a comparable basi~. 
>I>-
00 
"" 
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throughout. The check lot ranked bebyeen the oilmeal and 
blood meaJ lots. The oilmeal lots became paunchy during th~ 
milk and oilmeal feeding period, but these pigs seemed healthy 
and normal in eV'ery other way. It was noted that 60 days after 
the experiment closed, after being on a ration consisting of corn, 
tankage and a mixture of corn oil cake meal, equal parts, and 
block salt, self-fed, the pigs had lost their pawlchiness. 
While the experimental findings of our work in protein modi-
fication of cows' milk have been somewhat in favor of protein 
modification, yet in view of the fact that in the previous experi-
ment the three percent lots led the check lot, and in this experi-
ment the one percent lots led the check lot by such narrow 
margins, it would seem that pigs fed whole milk alone with the 
standard corn belt ration of yeJlow shelled corn, meat meal 
tankage, and block salt, self-fed frei-choice style, would for 
practical purposes be satisfactory. Nevertheless the casein addi-
tion had a consistent slight advantage throughout. Further 
research on vitamin and mineral supplementation is sti.ll to be 
experimentally considered. 
SERIES III- RAISING ORPHAN PIGS 
Fl'eq1te'YlC!) of Feeding 
The object of this experiment was to secure data on the fre-
quency of feeding. 
Dm'ing the stickling period, pigs make many trips to the 
mother sow for nourishment, and that we might secure more 
data upon orphan pig raising', this experiment was planned. 
For practical purposes in artificial feeding, it would' not be 
advantageous to feed very frequently, as is the natural habit 
of suck.ling pigs, consequently we secured results when feeding 
the young orphan pigs three, and seven times daily. 
Five purebred Poland China pigs, ranging in vigor from 
strong to very strong, were used. At the time this experiment 
started, they were six days old. 
ALLOTMENT AND RA'l'IONS FED 
The two groups with number of pigs in each group, rations 
fed and number of times fed per day, were as follows: 
No. of 
Lot No. pigs Ration and lJOow fed No. of times per day 
--- ---1-------
2 
II 2 
Same ration all groups cows' 'whole Three times- 7:00 A. 11., 12 
milk hand·full fed, plus shelled corn l N., and 5:00 P. !Ii. 
self ·fed, plus 60% protciu meat meal Seven times- 7:00 A. M., 
tankage self·fed, plus bloek .alt. I (;:00 A. M., 12 N., 3:00 P. 
M., 0:00 P. M., 7:30 P. 
M., and 10:00 P. !II. 
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The duration of the experiment 'I"as 60 days. 
At the outset these pigs were fed from the bottle for a day 
or so, after which they readily drank from crocks. III our 
orphan pig experiments lye found that pigs can be taught to 
drink milk from a crock 01' other shallow container at a very 
early age. In all cases where pigs ,yere taken into the experi-
ments they eagerly drauk from crocks after they had their noses 
immersed a few times. 
1'hese pigs were fed in every case all they would clean up 
to advantage, or in other words, they 'I"ere allowed milk a;;; 10llg 
as they ,,"ould keep on drinking. When they stopped, the milk 
was taken from them and they were not fed until the next feed-
ing time. 'rhus it will be seen that these pigs \H're full-fed 011 
milk, which means that they were given all the milk they woulcl 
drink at the feeding times. 'rllis approximated condition that 
would exist were the pigs with heavy miJking sows. 
From table No. XXII, it will be noted that t\\"o lots are listed, 
namely, Lot I and Lot II, whieh afford comparison between three 
times pel' day feeding and seven times pel' day feeding. 
It is seen from table XXII that the more frequent feeding 
resulted in a greater average daily feed consumption and a little 
greater average daily gain per pig, but at the same time the 
total feed required for 100 pounds gain \Va;;; greater whrl'e the 
pigs were fed seven times per day. 
'lABLE XXII- FHEQUENOY OF' FEEDING- SEIHES III 
Sixty Day Period. Mal". ll ·May 10. lUl9 
Nllmber pigs in loL _____________ ___________________________________ _ 
Average initial weight _________ __ . ____________ ____________________ _ 
Average final weight ________ __ ______________________ ______________ _ 
Average daily gain per pig ___________________ ________ _____________ _ 
Avcrogo daily fe~d con sumed PCI' pig: 
RheJled corn ___________________ ___ __________ ____________________ _ 
* Cows' whole lnilk (natural) ____________________ __ _____________ _ 
Cows' whole milk (gro in dry matter !}CY'/c- basis) ___________ __ _ _ 
Meat meal tan kage ________ ___ ___ ______________________________ _ 
TIl oc k s a!t ___________ _______________ __ _____ ______ __ _____________ _ 
Total ______ __ ____________________ __ ______________ __ _________ _ 
Average daily feed con sumed pel' 100 Ibs. liveweight _____ ________ _ 
F ee<l reQuiJ'ed for 100 Ibs. gain: Silelled corn ________________________ __ _________________ ________ _ 
' Oows' whole milk (natura!) ___ _______________________________ __ 
Oow's whole milk (grain dry matter 90% basis) ____________ __ 
Meat mea! tankage ____ __ __ • _____ __ _____ _____________________ __ 
B lock salt ________________________ __ _________________ __________ _ 
'1' 0 tal ____________ ____ ______ __ _________________ ____ _________ _ 
Lot I Lot II 
Fed tln'ee F ed sc ,'en 
tim es claily times daily 
(check ) 
2 .00 2 .00 
3.27 3 .2) 
23 .10 26. 95 
.331 .395 
.008 .006 
3 .1 30 4.988 
.452 . 720 
.003 .003 
.000 .000 
.4 63 .729 
4.038 5 .932 
2.42 1.43 
946. 89 1 ,262 .74 
136.78 182. 38 
.91 .63 
.00 .04 
140.11 18 1.48 
-----------------------------_.-----
*Oo,,"s ' whole milk 'natural basis not inclllclcrl in calculations of totals , however , 
rows' whole milk redu ced to a grain dry matter basis is ndded in ; thi s puts the 
figllre s on a comparable ba sis . 
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All pigs were vigorous and healthy, but for smoothness of 
coat and good condition the pigs which were fed seven times per 
day excelled the others. 
While there is no justification for drawing any definite con-
clusions from the results of this single experiment, the indica-
tions are that the more frequent feeding gives better results. 
In our general experimental practice the orphan pigs were 
first fed many times daily; however, it was soon found that very 
good and economically practical results were secured by reduc-
ing the feedings of milk to three times a day as soon as the pigs 
were nicely started, these beillg at 7 :00 A. lVI., 12 N., and 6 :00 
P. lVI. It should be bome in mind that very young pigs from 
one to ten days old may be helped along by giving them an extra 
milk feeding at night, say about 10 :00 or 11 :00 P. lVI., but 
after these pigs got nicely started the night feeding may be 
dispensed with. When the well selected and suitable dry feeds, 
self-fed, are freely eaten, as they will be when pigs are a month 
or so old, the pigs are not so much in need of frequent milk 
alJ.owances as when the dry feeds are hand-fed two or three 
times daily. '1'his is an important point to take into considera-
tion in deciding on the number of milk feedings. 
In brief then in regard to frequency of feeding, it may be 
said that best results can be secured by feeding five to six times 
daily for the first few weeks, then gradually cutting down to 
three times daily. However, good practical results have been 
secured by feeding three times per day from the beginning. In 
our experimental work we have adopted the method of feeding 
the milk three times daily thruout the experimental periods, this 
along with a "free-choice" ration of shelled corn, meat meal 
tankage, and salt self-fed. 
Regularity of feeding time, as well as regularity of amount 
is good practice. 
SERIES IV- RAISING ORPHAN PIGS 
N 1~t?'itive Ratio Studies 
The object of this experiment was to secure more feeding data 
on the handling of orphan pigs when they were given Jimited 
whole milk, and also to gather nutritive ratio material on par-
tial free-choice fed pigs. 
Six large type, 26 day old, purebred Poland China pigs were 
used in this experiment. 
The duration of the experimental period was as follows: Ten 
days fed in experiment proper when amount of mi,~k was not 
limited; 50 days fed in experiment proper when amount of milk 
was limited; and 30 days final check period without milk. 
The results of this and other experiments, in which one quart 
of cows' whole milk per pig was given dai.ly, have been suc-
cessful. 
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TABJ~E XXIII- F 'EEDING WrANDARD S'l'UDIE8-SERIES IV 
Sixty Day P eriod. May 28- July 27, 1919 
Number pigs in 10L ______ _________ __ __ ___ ___ __ __ _________________ ____ __ ___ ___ ___ _ 
Average initi a I weig h t _______________________ ________ ___________ ___________ ____ __ . 
Average fin a I weigh t ____________ ____ _____ ___ __________ ________ __ ____ ___ __ ____ __ _ 
Average daily gain per I)ig ________ ______ __ ________ ______ _________ _______ ___ _____ . 
Average daily feed consumed per pig: Shelled corn __________ ____________ ___________ ___ __ ____ __ _____ __ ______ ___ __ __ _ 
*'00W8' whol e milk (na tu rat) ______________ __ ___________ __________ _____ ______ _ 
Cows' who'e milk (grain dry matter 90% basis) __________ _____ ___ ____ ___ _ _ 
Meat me al tank age ______ __ ____ _____ ___ ________________ ___ ___ ___ ____________ _ 
Block sa I t ___ ___ ___ ___ __ ________ ______________________ __ ____ ___ _____ ____ ____ _ 
'rotal ___ __________ ___ ____ ___ ________ __ __ __ ________ ____ ____ _____ __________ _ 
Average daily feed consumed Pet' 100 lbs. liveweight ______ __ __ ___ _________ __ _ _ 
F eed required for 100 lbs . gain: Shelled corn _______________ _______ __ ____ ___________ ______ _____ ___ ____ ___ ____ _ 
· Cows' whole lnnk (n a tural) ___ _________________________ __ _______ ___________ _ 
Cows' whole mi'k (grain dry matter 9Q01o b asis) __ __ ________ ___ _____ __ _____ _ 
Mea t mea I tank age __ ___ ___ __ _______________________ ________________________ _ 
Block sal t _________ _________________________________________ _______ __ __ ___ __ _ 
rJ'Iota I _____ ___ ___ ____ ____ _____________ ___ _______________ _____ __ ______ ____ _ 
Lot I 
Whole milk 
6.00 
11.65 
39.78 
.469 
.559 
2 .278 
.:1"29 
.096 
. 000 
.984 
4.455 
119 .32 
485. 78 
.70.17 
20.46 
.02 
209.97 
· Cows' whol e milk natural basis not jncluded in calculations of totals, however, 
cows' whole milk reduced to grain dry matter basis i s added in; thi s puts fi gures 
on a comparable basis. 
All pigs were healthy, thrifty and vigorous, possessing eager 
appetites thruout the experiment, Their feed and gains record 
is acceptable. 
Table XXIII represents the data covering the 60 day milk 
fed period. The data for Jast 30 days are used only in the 11U-
tritive ratio studies to follow. 
RATION FED AND HOW 
Lot I. Cows' whole milk (raw) to be fed three times daily 
all pigs would drink for first ten days. After this initial ten-
day period, mi.lk to be limited to two quarts per feed three times 
daily which is equivalent to one quart per pig daily. After 60 
days no milk allowed. Shelled corn self-fed, plus Armour's 
meat meal tankage self-fed, plus block salt self-fed, was fed 
during the entire period. 
NUTRITIVE RATIO STUDIES 
Some experimental data covering feeding standard studies 
on older swine are available, but there has been very little experi-
mental work on the nutritive requirements of very young pigs. 
Evvard (57 ) has emphasized this: "The gradual tendency of 
animals (pig's) to widen their ration as the period progresses is 
self-evident. From the 80th up to the 255th day of age, the 
ratio graduaUy widens from about 1:4 to 1 :7.7, after which 
time it gradually narrows until it reach es a ratio of 1 :6.4 on 
the 345th day." 
-
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Washburn and Jones (37 ) in their experimental work with 
young pigs concluded that a milk with a nutritive ratio of' about 
1:3 with a r elatively low fat content is best adapted to the 
growth and well being of young animals. 
'l'ab.le XXIV shows the crude nutrients consumed per 100 
pounds live weight of pig, the crude nutritive ratio only being 
figured. The crude nutritive ratio represents the relationship 
existing between the weight of total proteill (considered as unity 
'l'ABLE XXIV-ORUDEl NU'l' RI'l'IVE RA'l'IO S11UDY 
'Pen day peri od 
A g e in day s 
at beginning 
o f pe ri o d 
Pro t e in 
crude 
pounds 
Nutrients con sumed 
P er 109 lb. !iveweight 
'l'o tal 
ca r bo hydra te 
equh' alent 
pounds 
Crucl e 
nutritive 
r a tio 
--------------·1- -- 1-----1- -- - -
SERIE S I 
1s t 
- -- -- -- ------. -- ----- - ---
10 .720 2 .671 1 3 .710 
2d 
--- -- -- -- -- --- --- -- ---- ---
20 U )027 4. 322 1 4.208 
3d 
--- -- -- -------- --- ----- ---
30 1.075 4 .139 1 3 .850 
4th 
- -- ---- -- ----- -- ---- -----
40 1.142 3 .637 1 :i .185 
5th 
--- -- ----- - - --- - - -- ----- -
50 1.2011 4 .721 1 3 .80{ 
6th 
--- -- -- ---- -- -- -- - - - -- ---
60 1.240 4.169 1 3 .362 
7th 
---- ---- --- - ------ -- -- ---
70 .655 2.383 1 3 .638 
8th 
-- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- ---
80 .823 3.861 1 4.691 
SI(·RlES II 
1s t 
--- -- -- ---- ----- -- -- -- ---
18 .670 2 .485 1 3 .709 
2el 
----- -- -- ---- ------ -- -- ---
28 .88! 3. 640 1 4.118 
3d 
--- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- ---
38 1.130 4. 560 1 4 .035 
4th 
- - -- -- -- -- ---- ------ -- ---
48 1. Of>() 3 .875 1 3.6{5 
5th 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -----
58 1. 297 3 .881 ] 2 .992 
fi th 
-- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -----
6;; l. 323 4. 629 1 3 .499 
7th 
---- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -----
78 .970 4. 5~4 1 4 .674 
Rth 
- -- -- ---- -------- -- --- ---
RS .787 2. 790 1 ~ . 0 1 5 
9th 
-- -- -- -- -- -- ---- ------ ---
98 .829 3 .609 1 4.3£)3 
SERIES III 
1s t 
- ------- ----------- . ----
6 .870 3 .228 1 3. 710 
2i1 
----- -- -- ------ -- -- -- -- ---
16 1.042 3.~32 1 3. 678 
~d 
- -- - - -- -- ---- ---- -- ---- ---
26 1.099 4. 055 I 3 .690 
4th 
-- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -----
3~ l. 072 3 .954 1 3.MR 
5th 
-- - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- ---
46 .8f>() 3 .173 I 3 .690 
6th 
-- -- ---- -- -- -------- - ----
56 1.056 3.898 1 3 .001 
7th 
-- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -------
or; 
.R13 2 .781 I 3 .421 
~th 
-- -- -. -- -- -------- ---- --. 
76 1.087 2. 6M 1 2 . 4fi4 
9th 
---- -- -- ---- ---- -- -- -- ---
SO 1.324 P. 029 1 2 .288 
SERIES IV 
1s t 
--- -- ---- ----- -- -- -- ---- -
26 .943 3 .1 51 I 3 .315 
2i1 
- -- -- ---- ---_. -.- -- --.- ---
36 1.03<; 2 .661 1 2 .571 
3d 
- -- - ... - ------ ------ ---- ---
4·G .r53 2.7RS 1 ,1. 270 
4th 
-- ---- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- ---
fi6 .770 3 .1 98 1 4.153 
5th 
-- -- -- -- -_ . --- -- -- ---- ---
66 .867 3 .988 1 4 .600 
6th 
-----------
-------------
76 .fJ33 4. 270 1 4.077 
7th * 
--- -- -- -- -- -- -- -. -- -'" -_. 86 .861 3.677 1 4. 271 
"Thirty n a y perioe!. 
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Fig. 3. Crude ratios by periods. 
or 1) and the total carbohydrate equivalent (total carbohy-
drates plus 2.2 times the fat or ether extract). 
This table is made up from the compilation of results ob-
tained in the foul' experiments reported herein. In all cases, all. 
of the Lot I's, the check lots of the four series, are compared 
since the rations are similar. 
Table No. XXV gives the crude nutritive ratios of I,ots I 
of the four series reported herein, according to the 10 day ex-
perimental periods. In the sixth column, there is given a report 
of the average crude nutritive ratio of the corresponding age 
period thruout the four sel'ies. It is, therefore, seen that the 
average crude nutritive ratio varies but little during the first 
ninety days of a pig's life. 
'While in the different series, the nutritive ratio ranges from 
1 :2.288 to 1 :4.691, when we observe the average crude nutritive 
ratio of aLl four series, we find that it ranges between 1 :3.5 and 
1 :4.0; however, the grand averages show that the crude ratio 
during the first three months of the young pig's life runs from 
1 :3.54 to 1 :4.4, which makes approximately the practical aver-
age ratio figure of 1 :3.8 during the period. 
TABLE XXV-COMPARISON OF CRUDE ND'l'RITIVE' RA'l'IOS BY 'l'EN DAY 
PERIODS 
Ages in Days at 
Beginning of 
Period" 
SERrES 
II III IV 
Number 
of 
Obser· 
vations 
Average 
Crude 
Nutritive 
Ratio for 
aJl Series 
--- - - --- -----I----·~----- - ---
6 - 9 ______________ ______ __ ____ ____________ 1:3,710 ____________ ] 1:3.710 
10· 19 ______________ 1:3.710 1:3. 709 1:3.678 _____________ 3 1:3.699 
20-29 ___ _________ __ 1:4.208 1:4.118 1:3.690 1:3. 315 4 1:3,840 
30·39 ______________ 1:3, 850 1:4.035 1:3, 688 1:2.571 4 1:3,536 
40-49 ______________ 1:3.18.'; 1:3.645 1:3.690 1:4,270 4 1:3.008 
5),59 _____________ . 1:3.801 1:2 .992 1:3.691 1:4.153 4 1:3.660 
60-00 ______________ 1:3.662 1:3,499 1: 3 .421 1:4.600 4 1:3.721 
70-79 ______________ 1:3,638 1 :4.674 1:2.'154 1:4,577 4 1:3, 836 
80- 89 ______________ 1:4.691 1:3,545 1 :2.288 1:3 ,853 1:3.594 
90-99 ______________ .___________ 1:4.353 ________ ____ 1:4.346 1 1:4.350 
~:a~~-~~~.~-::~~~~l:_:~h:::::::~~:: ~==!~= ~~::~:~::: -~-
· On account of the fact that in the various series of experiments, the initial age 
of pigs, when the experim,ents began, varied from six days of age an case of Series 
III , to 26 days of age in case of Series IV. It was not possible to compare the cor · 
responding 10 day experimental periods with pigs of identical ages in aJl experiments . 
However, to strike an -average of ratios , the periods have been compared upon the 
basis of similar ages . 
The cruile nutritive ratio figures given ;n table XXV are rharted in fig. III. 
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